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INSIDE SPECIAL FOCUS ON INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION

There has never been
a better time for it
As the largest supplier of Machine Tools into
the UK market we can safely say - there’s never
been a better time to invest in new Machine
Tools, thanks to the Governments ‘Super
Deduction Scheme’.
XYZ demos are available across the UK
with all deliveries and commissioning direct
from UK stock.
XYZ - we’re ready when you are.

CLAIM 130 %
AGAINST YOUR TAX BILL
Tax issues should always be discussed with a qualified
accountant as individual circumstances can vary.

ProtoTRAK

®

Now wit h
touchscreen

NEW

XYZ ProtoTRAK
KMX Turret Mills
3 Models available.

Touchscreen

®

XYZ ProtoTRAK
RMX Bed Mills

®

750mm to 1,500mm travel
4 Models available.

XYZ 2-OP
Mobile CNC

Touchscreen

XYZ Vertical Machining Centres 500mm to 10,000mm travel 10 Models available.
Available with Siemens, Siemens touchscreen or Heidenhain touchscreen controls.

To learn more, please call 01823 674200

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

xyzmachinetools.com

WITH EVERY NEW XYZ
MACHINE TOOL YOU GET:

Do n’t fo rget
we st ill se ll. ..

M an ua l or NC

XYZ Manual Mills, Lathes and Grinders

■ Proven quality & reliability with
over 25,000 UK installations.
■ UK sales and service back-up.
■ Free CNC training.
■ Finance packages to suit.
■ Part exchange.
■ Full warranty.
■ Extended warranties.
■ Nationwide service engineers.
■ Programming helplines.
■ Same day spares despatch.

780mm swi ng and
160mm Spin dle Bore

XYZ ProTURN RLX Lathes

NEW

XYZ ProTURN RLX 780 Lathe
®

®

350mm to 780mm swing. Various bed lengths.
8 Models available.

Ava ilable wit h Live
Tool ing and Y axis

Call today to get the latest full
XYZ Product Catalogues
on

Call 01823 674200
for the full 66 page
Catalogues, one for
Milling and one for
Turning.
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ProtoTRAK® Turret Mills.
ProtoTRAK® Bed Mills.
Vertical Machining Centres.
4+1 & 5 Axis Simultaneous VMCs.
Mobile Robotic Automation.
Manual Mills & Lathes.
Grinders.
Tooling & Accessories.

XYZ 4+1 and 5 Axis UMC’s

2 Models available.
Available with Siemens touchscreen
or Heidenhain touchscreen controls.

XYZ Turning Centres
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ProtoTRAK® Lathes.
Turning Centres.
XL Extra Large Lathes.
Oil Country Lathes.
Mobile Robotic Automation.
Manual Mills & Lathes.
Grinders.
Tooling & Accessories.

6 Models available inc’ Twin Spindle model.
Available with Siemens touchscreen control.

MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE UK
SHOWROOMS DEVON NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON

ALL IN U
K

STOCK

NOW

THE NEXT GENERATION
OF INTEGREX

Ai ENABLED

Solid Mazatrol
SmoothAi Spindle
Ai Thermal Shield

ENHANCED MACHINING
AUTOMATION FRIENDLY

Flat front machine design
for automation integration

New lower turret design expands
DONE-IN-ONE capability

OPTIPMIZED EFFICIENCY
ELEVATE PRODUCTIVITY

A smaller footprint with an
increased workpiece envelope

Integrex i-H series
The new INTEGREX i-H series brings together innovative machine design for
ultimate machine performance and a multitude of automation options to transform
your manufacturing operations for optimum productivity and profitability.
Join the evolution.
To discover more call +44(0) 1905 755 755
or email info@mazak.co.uk

www.mazakeu.co.uk/integrex-iHseries

Digital Twin technology
creates an identical
office environment
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The majority of machine shops operate mixed machine tool fleets and
many are in need of low-cost easy to use vendor-neutral machine
monitoring technology to assess productivity. Sheffield-based FourJaw
Manufacturing Analytics has come up with the answer
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It is all about Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is a buzzword that many machine shops with mixed
fleets, especially SMEs would have heard about, but not really
understand or have the ability and financial muscle to tap into.
One of the principal reasons is the cost to access and invest in
technology like machine monitoring software, which can prove
costly. Many solutions from OEMs are tailored to companies
running the same brand of machines so having little return on investment if you are
businesses operating different vendors.
Many machine shops are crying out for a low-cost tech solution that can monitor
the performance of different machine tools and help boost productivity. This is
exactly what FourJaw Manufacturing Analytics, a tech start-up that rose out of the
University of Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) has come up
with and we find out more in our lead feature (page 10).
The company has developed a plug-and-play cloud-based data capture and analysis
smart device that can be fitted to machines on a shop-floor – of any make and age, all
for upfront costs of £200 that includes the hardware and monthly subscription that
gives regular updgrades, so almost like a Netflix solution.
In this month’s The Machinery Interview (page 14), we speak to Alan Mucklow,
managing director UK, Eire and national distributors at Yamazaki Mazak, who
discusses new machines launched, investments made at the firm’s European
Manufacturing Plant in Worcester, and gives other fascinating insights.
Also in this issue, we find out about Stockholm-headquarted Sandvik’s (page 18)
new acquisitions, including buying US company Cambrio, that it says is a “strong
strategic fit” as it gives access and a market share in the high growth computer aided
manufacturing (CAM) market and is another step towards Industry 4.0.
We also have a feature on turning (page 20), where we find out how engineering
firms are making investments to raise their productivity and also round-up any new
machines launched to the marketplace.
In our special Industry 4.0 & Automation Focus (page 35), we find out what Fanuc
has been up to; hear from machinery safety expert TUV SUD about the road to Industry
4.0 maturity; and also look at how automation is helping meet demand.
Other features are on subcontracting (page 24); cleaning & degreasing (page 28); a
new handheld laser marking machine (page 32) developed by Bel-Marking with help
from AMRC engineers; and we have a report (page 34) on the FT Live webinar held in
association with Autodesk, that discussed emerging digital technology and how
manufacturing will emerge from the pandemic.
Enjoy reading the issue.
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up

Champion of metalforming machinery passes away

Hove-based Dugard has
strengthened its portfolio of turning
centres with the arrival of the
Pinacho brand of conventional and
CNC flatbed lathes.
www.is.gd/Q04N7I

A well-respected champion of the
metalforming machinery sector,
Charles Ian Ridgway has died aged
87. Mr Ridgway, who went by his
middle name of Ian, was chairman
of Group Rhodes, a firm he grew
from the management buy-out of
Joseph Rhodes Limited in 1984.
He was a passionate advocate
of metalforming technologies, and
for many years a very active
member of the British Power Press
Manufacturers Association, of
which his company, Joseph Rhodes
had been one of the founding
members in 1947.
In 1974, he became the
association’s chairman, holding the
post for six years. During this time
the association opened its doors to
European companies associated
with metalforming press
manufacture, and changed its
name to the Metalforming
Machinery Makers Association
(MMMA).

Bowers Group manufactures bore
gauges at a dedicated
manufacturing facility in Bradford,
West Yorkshire, and has recently
achieved the Made in Britain
accreditation.
www.iis.gd/huBe4J
Nissan has unveiled ‘Nissan
EV36Zero’ - a £1bn flagship Electric
Vehicle (EV) Hub creating a worldfirst EV manufacturing ecosystem.
www.is.gd/uRtR20

Hardinge and J.G Weisser GmbH &
Co have entered into an agreement
under which Hardinge will acquire
Weisser. It will enhance Hardinge’s
turning and milling platform with an
attractive portfolio of products and
technologies.
www.is.gd/0pSqZP

The Manufacturing Technology
Centre (MTC) has launched a suite
of online courses to help
manufacturing SMEs join the digital
revolution sweeping through
industry. www.is.gd/b0t7VA

API and QTE Manufacturing
Solutions have announced a
partnership to make API’s laserbased dimensional metrology
equipment available through QTE’s
support network.
www.is.gd/OBItxC

A planning application for a
gigafactory at Coventry Airport has
been submitted by joint venture
partners, Coventry City Council and
Coventry Airport Ltd. It could be
operational in 2025.

Italian precision machining shop
Bermec has invested in a new
machine tool to drive growth. The
company has acquired a German
manufactured Spinner U1530 5-axis
machining centre. It is the firm’s 4th
5-axis machining centre.

www.is.gd/ti4ipQ

www.is.gd/wjOyv9

Global engineering company Renishaw has concluded the formal sale
process (FSP) after commencing it on 2 March, without finding the
right buyer. In a statement, it says none of the proposals met the
objectives of the board. Sir David McMurtry and John Deer have indicated
to the board they remain committed to Renishaw and have no intention of
selling their shares on the market for the foreseeable future.
Renishaw also says revenue for the year ended 30 June 2021 will be in
the range of £562m to £567m and adjusted profit before tax in the range
of £116m to £121m. www.is.gd/KqajXt

8

Mr Ridgway also
became chair of the
European Power Press
Manufacturing Panel, in a
drive to establish a
European standard for
the sector. This work
formed the basis of the
CE mark developed for
mechanical and hydraulic
presses and press
brakes.
In the late 1980’s
Group Rhodes
represented the UK on
the working group that set the
subsequent Annex 4 regulations of
the Machinery Directive. In 1989
Mr Ridgway was successful in
lobbying the Minister of State for
Trade, Lord Trefgarne (later
president of the Institution of
Incorporated Engineers) to
establish a UK regulatory body to
assess companies to the new
standard.

Forterro, a European provider of
ERP software solutions to more
than 7,000 midmarket
manufacturing and production
companies, has acquired UK-based
123 Insight Ltd, a provider of MRP/
ERP SaaS solutions for
manufacturing companies
of all sizes.
www.is.gd/
hC2nHM

In 2011 he became the Life
President of the MMMA.
Speaking about his father,
Group Rhodes CEO Mark Ridgway
OBE says his Dad “enjoyed the
industry in which he worked”, but
he was also “very much a family
man, very generous, loving and
supportive”. He is survived by his
wife Heather, children Mark and
Jacqui, three grandchildren and
one great granddaughter.

Beechwood has invested a sixfigure sum into a large
state-of-the-art universal milling
machine (CNC machine) as part of a
major overhaul.
www.is.gd/jw7AbI

The Worcester-based European
Manufacturing Plant of
Yamazaki Mazak has
begun production of a
number of models
from its QUICK TURN
series of highperformance turning
XYZ Machine Tools’ new
centres.

To capitalise
on the positive
sentiment
among its
area sales managers
manufacturing
www.is.gd/qxy4Bc
customer base,
XYZ Machine Tools
Protolabs has launched a
has expanded its sales
Critical to Quality (CTQ)
team with the appointment of
inspection service for its onPatrick O’Connor, Richard Bailey and demand injection moulding, whilst
Tom Marshallsay as area sales
maintaining its rapid dispatch times.
managers.
The new service will save design
engineers days or even weeks for
www.is.gd/44eZky
the delivery of quality assured parts.
West Yorkshire-based LBBC
www.is.gd/Zp3hfQ
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offering all of its 230 employees
the opportunity to engage with inhouse learning and development
programmes.
www.is.gd/BlUdiO

 BB has announced it will acquire
A
ASTI Mobile Robotics Group
(ASTI), a leading global autonomous
mobile robot (AMR) manufacturer
with a broad portfolio across all
major applications enabled by the
company’s software suite.
www.is.gd/fvQZxY

 agtec is opening a state-of-theM
art factory for the design,
manufacture and integration of its
world-leading drive systems for
electric and hybrid vehicles.

 tauff, the global manufacturer
S
and supplier of precision fluid
power products, has signed a fiveyear strategic partnership with
UK-based Unison Ltd, a leading
name in all-electric tube bending
machinery.

Product pick 10
New version of M310
Horn has introduced a new version
of its M310 milling system, which is
now available with a cutter body
having an internal coolant supply.
www.is.gd/Q9e526

Precision micro-drilling
Walter has expanded its portfolio by
launching a new 12XD drilling line.

www.is.gd/7hvKLF

www.is.gd/dYrsee

 ecom Engineering, a specialist
D
engineering company, has invested
more than £700,000 to develop
tools which provide greener, faster
and safer solutions for
decommissioning in the energy
sector. www.is.gd/2k9U3v

Expanded range of centric vices
Ceratizit has extended the advantages of the centric vices with the arrival of the
ZSG mini vice, developed to enhance the machining of small and delicate
workpieces. www.is.gd/zgeP0Q

Milling expansion for difficult-to-machine materials
Dormer Pramet has launched a new generation of solid carbide five-flute end mills,
for dynamic milling in general machining and die and mould applications.
www.is.gd/BfAOFZ

ITC adds Widia Hanita Alufash to its portfolio

www.is.gd/I5jWer

The Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) has added the Widia Hanita Aluflash Series
to its portfolio that it says is ideal for slotting, ramping, side milling, plunging,
interpolating, dynamic and helical milling.

T he £130 million UK Battery
Industrialisation Centre (UKBIC)
was officially opened by UK PM Boris
Johnson on 15 July. The pioneering
18,500 square metre national
battery manufacturing development
facility is located in Coventry.

www.is.gd/oIfTxU

DMP 35 added to range at DMG Mori, Coventry
The new DMP 35 has been added to the range of vertical machining centres
available from DMG Mori, Coventry.

www.is.gd/BswBqc

www.is.gd/P36WED

DMG Mori has reported it recorded
a “highly dynamic business
development” in the 1st half year of
2021 with a key figures increasing
significantly including order intake
rising by 59% to €1,248.7m
(previous year: €784m).

Guhring has published a new deep
hole drilling catalogue. The 250+
page publication is dedicated to the
standard product lines in the deep
hole drilling portfolio that are
available from the Birminghambased cutting tool manufacturer.
www.is.gd/kjQRIT

www.is.gd/JHCRQE

T he UK’s low volume and specialist
vehicle manufacturing sector is the
most diverse anywhere in the world,
according to a new report launched
by the Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT).

 olls-Royce is investing in BerlinR
based start-up Kowry Energy
GmbH, a provider of
sustainable and
decentralised energy
systems.

METROTOM 1 launched by Zeiss
Zeiss has introduced the METROTOM 1, an entry-level solution for the nondestructive inspection of parts and says this compact computed tomography
system “delivers precise results, but is nevertheless easy to operate”.
www.is.gd/ZMHJhf

Latest release of Vericut software
CGTech has announced the latest release of Vericut software, Version 9.2. Vericut
CNC machine simulation, verification, and optimisation software simulates all types
of CNC machining, additive, and hybrid manufacturing processes.

www.is.gd/B1xTYp

www.is.gd/0FGtjp

PP Control & Automation, is to
ramp up investment in its recently
launched Bright Sparks University
(BSU). The firm works with 20 of the
largest machinery builders, is

www.machinery.co.uk |

Tokamak Energy is
is to double its
workforce and size of
its facility in the UK as
part of an expansion.

www.is.gd/P3SJ6R

More machine time with Sick
The Sick Safety Machine Analytics is a simple new live datacollection service that the company says makes machine safety
systems transparent. www.is.gd/SzdEWN

PJ 303X 5-axis machine by Mitsui Seiki
Mitsui Seiki has launched the PJ 303X, a new 5-axis machining
centre. www.is.gd/Sq0iFT

www.is.gd/ca1SuI
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Smart device
tech costing £200
delivering productivity gains
The majority of machine shops operate mixed machine tool fleets and many are in need of
low-cost easy to use vendor-neutral machine monitoring technology to assess productivity.
Sheffield-based FourJaw Manufacturing Analytics has come up with the answer

royyimzy /stock.adobe.com

Pictured above:
FourJaw
Manufacturing
Analytics founders
Chris Iveson and
Robin Hartley
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low-cost technology solution that can monitor the
performance of different machine tools and boosts
productivity can be a game-changer for machining
shops operating mixed fleets, as while many OEMs offer
multi-machine networks and management functions, it
does not do the job if you run a range of different brands.
Step forward FourJaw Manufacturing Analytics ( www.
is.gd/Rtnxke ), a tech start-up that rose out of the
University of Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC) ( www.is.gd/dQqRUV ), which has developed
a plug-and-play cloud-based data capture and analysis
smart device that can be fitted to machines on a shopfloor – of any make and age.
The upfront costs of the technology are as little as
£200, which includes £180 for the hardware and a
subscription covering future software upgrades that are
instantly installed and supported.
FourJaw says the MachineLink device and app enables
precision engineering firms in high value manufacturing
sectors, to access Industry 4.0 levels of data analytics
and claims it will help unlock five-fold increases in shopfloor productivity.
Founders CEO Chris Iveson and CTO Robin
Hartley, were research engineers at the AMRC,
part of the High Value Manufacturing (HVM)
Catapult, when they unearthed the idea to
harness production data to empower
manufacturers to understand their machining
operations, enabling them to increase
productivity levels and save costs.
“Robin was a researcher (at the AMRC) and came up

with a piece of software that extracted data from CNC
machine control systems and using that data to inform
the research engineers at the AMRC to monitor the many
different machine tools on site,” explains Iveson.
These machines included DMG Mori, WFL, Starrag and
Makino brands and everything from mills, turning
machines, lathes, grinding machines and machining
centres and the data helped researchers optimise speeds
and feeds, and monitor tool loads.
Iveson continues: “The AMRC has a lot of people
walking around from industry and whenever they saw
Robin’s software they were like ‘that is brilliant, can I get
that on the shop-floor’ – but the answer was no, as it is a
bit of research software. Myself and Robin realised it was
a really good opportunity to launch a business to help
manufacturers improve their productivity.”
“Most CNC machine tools register utilisation figures
lower than 30%; FourJaw provides a way of finding out
why,” says Hartley. “Just a 10% increase in productivity
would be revolutionary; but our device delves deep into
the operation of shop-floor machines, decoding data to
drive productivity gains well in excess of this.
“Talking to industry, we discovered
that few were interested in
knowing the exact speed
of their
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LEAD FEATURE ENTRY TO INDUSTRY 4.0

spindle, for example, but instead wanted to know about
machine utilisation, cycle times, the reasons for machine
stoppages and corrective measures, and how to improve.”
The device enables manufacturers to connect their
CNC machines to a productivity boosting machine
monitoring platform in a matter of minutes.

CHANGE OF COURSE
Until the start of this year, FourJaw went down a
more complex and time-consuming route of
directly integrating the technology into
machine control systems, but changed
course and developed a plug-and-play
device using a sensor-based approach
– MachineLink – that was commercially
launched in May. The device is sent out
by post for self-installation on any
machine, regardless of manufacturer.
The MachineLink hardware sits on the
machine’s exterior and connects via a cable
to the electrical cabinet, where a proprietary
circuit board hosts a pair of current clamps. One goes
into the machine tool’s main power supply and the other
in the spindle motor.
Royal Academy of Engineering Enterprise Fellow Hartley
explains: “Rather than directly integrating into control
systems, it (the device) actually uses a load of current
sensing kit, which you strap on to different wires in the
electrical cabinet, and monitor the power drawn by each
motor inside the CNC.
“Then we send all that data up into the Cloud and use
some clever algorithms, which then use that to infer cycle
times, utilisations, and when the machine is running or
not.”
Based on a software-as-a-service (Saas) pricing model,
the manufacturer has a choice of software subscriptions.
A restricted version of the software is available free-ofcharge for up to three machines so that users can
evaluate the product before committing to the fully
featured software.
Once self-installed in a matter of minutes users get
immediate access to secure, business critical data via
any device with a web browser, enabling operatives and
managers to ‘see’ for the first time the machine
utilisation on the shop-floor.
All a machining shop needs is power, Wi-Fi and access
to two power cables that feed the machine. The data is
then sent to the Cloud platform and users simply log on
to an app to monitor the performance of their machines.

shops that “it is beautifully simple to
use”. He explains: “We designed the
app and hardware to be simple to
install and even simpler to use – less
than four minutes for Industry 4.0.
This gives operators and ops managers
immediate visibility of business-critical data on a tablet,
smart phone or laptop.
“The beauty of the system is that it can be
deployed on any machine, any age, any model,
anywhere at any time. Whether it is a
workhorse Colchester lathe or a top end
Doosan, the data flows perfectly. All for
less than £200 a machine. We even
offer a no-cost lite option to trial the
kit: but no one has taken us up on that
offer as the standard price is seen as
no brainer.”
Despite initially receiving a little
scepticism from some machine operators
that the device is like “Big Brother” as it
monitors everything, FourJaw has seen a raft of
positive feedback after installations.
Operators have welcomed the transparency the
technology provides, as it highlights any stoppages and
reasons for downtime, helping them with any frustrations
due to not being listened to by senior management and
as Iveson explains, it is “giving them a voice” in regards
to any productivity concerns and machining issues.

“The beauty
of the system is that
it can be deployed
on any machine, any
age, any model,
anywhere at any
time”

GAME-CHANGING TECH
The principal focus for utilisation is subcontract SME
machine shops, who often lack understanding of Industry
4.0 and such technology, or simply cannot afford other

SIMPLE TO INSTALL AND USE
The founders’ say MachineLink is designed to be
inexpensive and easy to install, resulting in rapid return
on investment and continuous productivity gains.
Iveson says they have been told by some machining
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A machine operator
uses the FourJaw
solution on the
shop-floor to
monitor machines

machine tool monitoring technology on the market.
Iveson notes “We have had a lot of conversations with
machine shops that are around the 10-20 CNC machine
mark. They have said we have had talks with your
competition, and they say look, give me £40-50,000 up
front and it will be installed in three months.
“We had one company that said they spent £4050,000 upfront on a system and it didn’t even do what
they wanted it to do, so they binned it after 12 months. If
you need an on-premises installation, you need the likes
of Robin and that is inherently expensive and complicated.
Our competition is forced to charge quite a lot up front.”
Hartley believes there is not a shop-floor in its current
state that is ready to be hooked up to a complex
integrated system as you need to upgrade control
systems, pay for licences, get OEMs and control engineers
in, and get your IT company to run cables and routing. Only

then, after upgrading the shop-floor are you ready to install
a system where you directly ingrate into different machine
control systems.
“It was really demoralising when I was doing that as you
were going into customers and I was thinking the list of
jobs I have got to do to even get them to the point they can
use that kind of system is significant,” explains Hartley.
“The nice thing about using sensor-based technology
rather than trying to upgrade the control systems – is every
CNC looks the same as it is power drawer coming from the
spindle and it doesn’t matter what age or size it is, and you
don’t then need to make upgrades. You only need a Wi-Fi
connection and each machine link speaks directly to the
Cloud in its own right.”
Since the May launch, FourJaw has been “chock-ablock” with installations in the UK and the device has been
snapped up by aerospace and automotive manufacturers
and companies in a range of other sectors, and while the
UK is the main focus, the first global installation of the
system has just taken place at a manufacturer in India.
As for the future, in the short-term the focus is to just
build on what they have, but in the medium-term the plan is
to add additional functionality to help manufacturers
optimise the use of their machining capacity and
capabilities.
Hartley says: “We do see the kind of tech we are
working on as fundamentally changing the business model
of UK manufacturing. We have always had the technical
capability but never had the productivity, so if we can get
them both together that would be game-changing.”

Immediate boost to productivity across UK manufacturingg
The FourJaw technology is making a tangible difference in the
marketplace and machining shops are already seeing the benefits
of adopting the device and reporting increases in productivity across
machining activities.
Among those reaping the rewards of installation is Chesterfieldbased precision engineer CBE+ ( www.is.gd/m1p2Oo ) and group
operations director Lindsay Atkins says it has become an “essential
aspect” of the firm’s production planning processes.
She adds: “We are also using it for pricing. Sometimes,
especially with a new job, we estimate production time based on
similar components, but now we can see instantly how long the job
takes. When we find we have overestimated, we are able to reduce
our costs to the customer which helps us win new contracts.
“The simplicity of using FourJaw’s tech has convinced us to roll it
out across the shop-floor. It’s literally opening our eyes to see things
for the first time.”
Another is Sheffield-based Edward Turner and Son and managing
director Charles Turner, says it has seen a five-fold productivity boost
in a key part of its operations after adopting the app as once you
plug the FourJaw system in, you get “direct, recognisable benefits
today” rather than “pie in the sky promises”.
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He adds: “We knew about Industry 4.0 before we met FourJaw.
But to be frank, it seemed mostly academic buzz words and
marketing from expensive majors. FourJaw stripped through that by
working with people like us to understand the real world of the
shop-floor, rather than solutions invented by academia.”
Likewise at Kent-based high value manufacturer Cajero ( www.
is.gd/kmWLFi ), which works across the aerospace, defence and
space sectors, as CEO Alex Harding explains: “We’d been looking at
Industry 4.0 but ran into a number of hurdles. First, it has to be the
machine tool builder’s software, if they even have it.
“Second, there is the cost aspect of it, which is like a licence to
print money. And third, we do not just have one machine type here.
So, the universality, accessibility and price of FourJaw’s technology
sparked our interest.
“Visibility and access to data is a big part of taking our business
from where we are now to where we need to be not just for our own
performance but for our customers
“We set out a goal that we are going to be an Industry 4.0 smart
factory in five years, having data driven decisions across multiple
machines, and we feel that FourJaw supports our ambition. It’s
accessible, we like the idea of plug-and-play.”
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ALAN MUCKLOW - YAMAZAKI MAZAK

Powering UK
manufacturing
Yamazaki Mazak continues to invest in its Worcester-based European
Manufacturing Plant and is at the forefront of the UK machine tools
industry. Alan Mucklow, managing director UK & national distributor
sales, discusses machines, investments and UK manufacturing

Q
A

How has business been during the last
year?
The past 12 months have undoubtedly
posed a significant challenge. The Covid19 pandemic was very different to any other
recession, and there was of course no
‘manual’ for managing the process.
However, as a business we remained agile
and adapted to each different scenario with
a planned series of investments in both
people and process, which has enabled to
us to keep our staff safe, remain productive,
and ultimately navigate this difficult period
largely unscathed.
While we initially experienced a lull in

14

sales throughout Q2 and Q3 of 2020,
enquiries gradually improved from October
onwards.
Market confidence really started to return
from the start of the year, coinciding with the
release of the roadmap out of lockdown;
and, combined with the launch of a number
of new products, has led to a very productive
period for us.

UK manufacturing. Given the unprecedented
challenges the industry faced, the level of
innovation, agility and determination that
many businesses demonstrated to not only
survive, but even diversify into new sectors,
is truly impressive.
From a Mazak perspective, we were
fortunate in that our worse fears did not
materialise. The furlough scheme helped us
maintain skillsets which may have been lost
in different circumstances, while the
Government must also be credited for its
efforts to stimulate investment through new
loan schemes and the Super Deduction Tax.

Q
A

Have you seen any new growing
trends?
What is your view on UK
The adoption of industrial automation
systems has certainly increased as
manufacturing?
My biggest takeaway of
companies look to not only become
the past 12 months is
more competitive, but futureproof
“Ultimately,
themselves against any further
the sheer resilience of
automation has the
effects of the pandemic.
Interestingly, we have
potential to drive
witnessed demand grow
productivity for every
across all sectors, including
segment of our
those with medium-to-low-mix
customer base”
and medium-to-low volume,
rather than exclusively from more
traditional low-mix and high-volume
applications.
Indeed, given the tangible productivity
benefits it can deliver to end-users –
flexibility, quick set-up times and fast
changeovers, to name but a few – ease of
integration for automation systems was a
key design focus for one of our newest
product ranges, the INTEGREX i-H series of
Multi-Tasking machines.
Ultimately, automation has the potential
to drive productivity for every segment of
our customer base, starting with the large
OEMs and Tier One suppliers, right the way
through to the two-man machine shops that
are in operation.

Q
A
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Q
A

How optimistic are you about the UK
subcontracting sector?
Our subcontract customer base is
incredibly busy, and I believe this partly
due to increasing consumer demand.
However, others are also now reaping the
rewards for diversifying their portfolio
as part of their contingency
planning during the pandemic.
Indeed, for many, the demand
for work is actually creating
new challenges from a
capacity and resourcing
perspective.
Looking to the future, I
feel very positive. While the
aerospace sector may take
another year or two to fully
recover, other sectors such as yellow
goods and the agricultural market are
thriving, and the transition to electrical
vehicle technology will undoubtedly create
work for subcontractors throughout the
supply chain.

Q
A

The CV5-500 5-axis machining centre
was launched in February last year. How
successful has this been?
The CV5-500 is the latest in a long line
of Mazak machines to have been fully
designed and built in Britain. Not only does it
set a new benchmark in British machine tool
building, but it breaks the mould for the
compact, fully simultaneous 5-axis machining
category as a whole. It can deliver a stepchange in productivity for both seasoned
5-axis users, as well as those looking to take
their first steps in the technology. From its
high-rigidity bridge construction and newly
designed constant overhang headstock, to its
ergonomic design and easy integration with
ancillary automation systems, the CV5-500 is
every inch the modern machining centre.

Pictured above: The INTEGREX
i-H spindle
the machine, while also facilitating
the easy integration of automation
systems without impairing performance.
For example, all models in the series are
styled with a flat front while the tool
magazine has been positioned at the rear.
This provides greater accessibility to site
automation at the front of the machine,
notably articulated robots, to perform a
range of tasks whilst maintaining excellent
accessibility for the operator. The rear
mounted tool magazine not only reduces the
overall footprint of the machine, however
tools can also be loaded and unloaded at
the front of the machine for convenient
operation. The i-H series is also equipped
with SmoothAi – Mazak’s new artificial
intelligence control which has in-built
learning capability to continually improve
machine performance.

Q
A

What will the newly launched QTE
Series of CNC turning centres bring to
the market?
Manufactured in Mazak’s factory in
Singapore, the QTE series of compact
2-axis turning centres will soon be arriving
in our European Technology Centre in
Worcester will be one of the first machine
series to feature the latest generation of
MAZATROL CNC, SmoothEz. SmoothEz
combines three easy features – Ez
Machining, Ez Operation and Ez Setup – to
deliver outstanding productivity, accuracy
and, in turn, profitability, all from a compact
footprint and an accessible price point.
Mazak INTEGREX i-450HS and bar feeder

Q
A

What does the new Mazak INTEGREX
i-H series that has been launched into
Europe offer?
The INTEGREX series has long set the
benchmark for Multi-Tasking machining,
and the new i-H series is a response to how
the needs of manufacturers have changed
in recent years. It is intended to improve
the connection between the operator and
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our in-house grinding capabilities here in
Worcester. This, in turn, will further improve
our spindle support offering.

there we can take the data, run data
enquiries and integrate into their MRP
systems. In effect, the iSmart Factory
approach creates a seamless integration of
factory and office networks.
Ultimately, the modern machine tool and
factory is capable of generating huge
amounts of data. The key lies in using
protocols and technology like MT Connect
and Smooth Monitor AX to not only collect,
but also sort the data, to aid decisionmaking.

Q
A
Mazak QTE-200 SG SmoothEz

Q
A

How has Mazak invested in its
Worcester plant and is there more to
come?
Mazak has made a series of significant
strategic investments throughout its
European Manufacturing plant over the past
four years, totalling in excess of £16m.
The latest multi-million-pound investment
includes the installation of a state-of-the-art
twin-pallet VERSATECH V-140N/280 and FJV60/80 double-column vertical machining
centre, which will help to increase production
capacity post-Brexit.
This follows on from the installation of
two new state-of-the-art manufacturing cells
in 2019, with each cell equipped with an
INTEGREX i-Series Multi-Tasking machine
and RoboJob automation system.
Given one of the key differentiators for
Mazak from our competitors is the ability to
design, manufacture and service our own
spindles, we are also planning to improve

The latest arrival at the Mazak
European Manufacturing Plant

How does your iSmart Factory concept
work and what are the benefits?
Smart manufacturing is very much the
buzz-phrase of the moment, but I think
one of the biggest problems is that what you
read is still very theoretical. However, for large
parts of the UK’s manufacturing supply chain,
theory is not enough. They need practical
advice, not just about the benefits, but about
how they can actually implement
How important is the
environment and sustainability
Industry 4.0.
For this reason, Mazak has
to Mazak?
“One of the
Our environmental
formed a dedicated team
key differentiators
policies have always
within its service
for Mazak from our
formed an integral part of
department to help
competitors is the
our overall business strategy
customers implement a
for the UK. We have recently
smart manufacturing
ability to design,
made a number of
approach, known within
manufacture and
improvements to our
Mazak as ‘iSmart Factory,’
service our own
into their own operations. It
production facility, including
spindles”
new control systems which
provides the on-the-ground
automatically lowers the lighting level
support, particularly around
when an operator walks away from their
networking issues, that customers need
workspace, as well switching all the bulbs in
to help them make the step.
the factory to LEDs.
A typical example would be a
By 2030, our aim is to reduce our overall
subcontractor who wants to data from their
energy consumption – including design,
machine and integrate it into their ERP
development, machine use, disposal and
system. The first phase would be to monitor
reclamation – by 50%, compared to 2010. It
the machines with MT Connect, which would
is an ambitious target, but one that we
then export the data to the Smooth Monitor
believe is achievable. For example, the
AX software which sits on their server. From
carbon footprint for the recently launched
VARIAXIS i-800 NEO machining centre will
be 22.7% lower than its predecessor over
the course of its operational life.

Q

A

Q
A

How important is EMO Milan and the
return of trade shows?
Along with JIMTOF in Japan and IMTS in
the USA, EMO is one of the most
important tradeshows in the Mazak calendar.
A number of machine tools designed and
built in the UK, including the CV5-500, as
well as those manufactured in Japan have
made their world debuts at past shows, and
this year’s EMO will be no different.
However, the event also represents the
perfect platform to exhibit many of our
existing machine tool series that are ideally
suited to meeting the varied challenges of
the European marketplace. ■
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SANDVIK ON THE ACQUISITION TRAIL

Sandvik branches out as
it acquires CAM company
The Stockholm headquartered company has expanded its offering with a move into the CAM market after
acquiring Cambrio and has also made two further acquisitions in other markets

S

andvik ( www.is.gd/tfil5W ) has made a
strategic acquisition after signing an
agreement with Battery Ventures to buy
US-based Cambrio ( www.is.gd/grmsyj ), a
company with an end-to-end portfolio in
CADCAM software for manufacturing
industries like automotive, transportation,
energy, medical and aerospace.
The value of the acquisition has not been
disclosed but it is expected to close
sometime during the second of 2021, subject
to customary regulatory approvals. Sandvik
says it will be a 100% cash deal.
Sweden headquartered Sandvik believes
the move is a “strong strategic fit” as it gives
access and a market share in the high growth
computer aided manufacturing (CAM) market
and is another step towards Industry 4.0.
In terms of the strategic fit, the company
feels the acquisition gives it a global reach
within the market, complements current knowhow in the machining process, a healthy and
profitable customer base and it will be able to

utilise CAM position to improve offerings.
Cambrio it feels is an “advanced and wellpositioned player in the strategically important
production preparation step within the
manufacturing supply chain.”
Sandvik president and CEO Stefan Widing
explains that the acquisition provides an
opportunity to grow in the sector.
He adds: “This is in line with the
company’s strategic focus to grow organically
and through acquisitions in the advanced
manufacturing space, with special focus on
industrial software close to component
manufacturing, industrial metrology and
additive manufacturing solutions. Cambrio will
enable a broadened customer offering,
covering more of the total manufacturing
value chain.”
Sandvik strategic’s ambition is to provide
customers with software solutions enabling
automation of the full component
manufacturing value chain – from design and
planning through to preparation, production
and verification.
CAM plays a vital role in the digital
manufacturing process, creating an offer of
automated solutions from design to
machining.
By acquiring Cambrio, Sandvik says that it
will establish an important position in the
CAM market that includes toolmaking,
general-purpose machining and sheet metal
fabrication. This will complement the
existing customer offering in Sandvik
Manufacturing and Machining Solutions.
Sandvik president and CEO Stefan Widing
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“With the addition of Cambrio’s product
offering, we will be able to help our customers
to further increase productivity in the broader
value chain. We share the same desire to
automate workflows and make our customers
more efficient and sustainable. I look forward
to welcoming the Cambrio team to Sandvik,”
explains Mathias Johansson, president of the
design & planning automation (DPA) division
in Sandvik Manufacturing and Machining
Solutions.

WIDE RANGING PORTFOLIO
Cambrio’s product portfolio includes
GibbsCAM for production milling, turning, and
mill turn operations, Cimatron for mould and
die design and manufacturing, as well as
SigmaNEST for sheet metal fabrication.
The company’s headquarters are in Ohio,
USA, where it employs 375 people and
revenue was $68m in the 2020 financial year
with 48% of the sales in the Americas, 38% in
EMEA and 14% in APAC.
Cambrio works across manufacturing
industries, but the ones it is most active in
are automotive, transportation, energy,
medical, aerospace, electronics, but also
works in others.
Cambrio CEO Robbie Payne says: “We are
excited to be joining the Sandvik family and
look forward to continuing our mission of
providing powerful software solutions that
enable our customers to succeed.
“There is an obvious cultural and strategic
alignment here allowing us to utilize the
extensive experience of Sandvik, to expand
our automated solutions across the digital
manufacturing process.”
Sandvik believes there is much value in
Cambrio, as the firm has comprehensive fully
integrated solution suites, large and growing
addressable market, loyal, a blue-chip
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customer base, compelling financial model –
recurring revenues and very good retention.
Added to this, it is the largest independent
solution provider of agnostic solutions capable
of interfacing to all major machine types and
brands, it has extensive partnerships with all
major stakeholders in the manufacturing
ecosystem, and presents opportunities for
further organic and inorganic expansion.

HIGH GROWTH RATE
Cambrio will be included as a business unit in
the DPA division that was only formed by
Sandvik in October 2020 and sits within
Sandvik Manufacturing and Machining
Solutions. Manufacturing solutions also
includes a metrology division and additive
manufacturing division.
The company forecasts it will achieve a
growth rate of 10% compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) from 2019 to 2025 in Sandvik
Manufacturing Solutions, whereas Sandvik
Machining Solutions will fall by 2% CAGR in
the same period. Overall growth across the
company is expected to be 5% CAGR.
Widing says the DPA is an aggressive
market now worth just shy of $3bn and
through the acquisition of Cambrio with the
range of its portfolio, it will allow Sandvik to
service this market and it is a “good entry
point” that will continue to grow at about 7%
CAGR over time.
Sandvik believes that through separation
of manufacturing solutions from machining
solutions it will release potential into both
businesses. This strategy it feels will lead to
enhanced growth opportunities as separate
businesses, enhanced focus and speed in
execution, fit-for-purpose governance models
and skills-sets, and execute together with
strong independent brands.
The mission of the Sandvik DPA division is
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machining, additive manufacturing, metal
forming, injection and robotic welding.
The CAM market is seen as the most
important market to enter due to attractive
growth rates – and its proximity to Sandvik
Manufacturing and Machining Solutions’ core
business as CAM is a vital component to
create an offer of automated solutions from
component design to machining.
CNC laser

to automate the manufacturing value chain for
small and mid-sized manufacturing companies
– and deliver competitive point solutions for
large OEMs.
Widing says Sandvik today has more than
100,000 customers in the component
manufacturing space and many of them are
relatively small manufacturing companies and
workshops and most have a low level of
digitisation and automation.
He adds: “We see a great opportunity to
be a solution provider to them in terms of the
component manufacturing value chain. For
larger OEMs we do not attempt to try to
compete with the larger integrators, here we
want to provide point solutions, not just CAM,
or as we have with metrology with our
solutions there.”
The mission of the DPA division is also to
deliver products that are open and agnostic,
thus simplifying integration with installed
base; generate recurring revenues through
strong position in CAM design for
manufacturability and production logistics.
The strategy of the division is to build an
offering around CAM; design for
manufacturability and production logistics –
for manufacturing processes such as
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MORE ACQUISITIONS
Meanwhile, Sandvik has also made two
further acquisitions as it branches the
business out even further.
The company has acquired US-based
DWFritz Automation ( www.is.gd/huVp8f ), a
provider of precision metrology, inspection
and assembly solutions for advanced
manufacturing. DWFritz designs, builds and
supports engineers to order high speed noncontact metrology solutions and automation
systems. It will be part of Sandvik’s metrology
division, within Sandvik Manufacturing and
Machining Solutions.
Widing says: “This is in line with our
strategic focus to grow organically and through
acquisitions in the advanced manufacturing
space, with special focus on industrial
software, industrial metrology and additive
manufacturing solutions.”
Sandvik has also signed an agreement to
acquire the Polish company Fabryka Narzedzi,
a manufacturer of round tools.
The company will be reported in Seco, a
division within Sandvik Manufacturing and
Machining Solutions. It will enhance Seco’s
product offering in taps and solid threading
applications.
Widing explains: “We continue to execute
our growth strategy and this acquisition is an
additional step to strengthen our round tools
offering.” ■
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Technology
investments paying
off for machining shops
Witon Engineering turns to Citizen; Dobson & Beaumont invests in a Nakamura-Tome AS200 from ETG;
Kirkham Engineering adds a new turning centre; RPS Precision Engineering Ltd reaping the rewards of a new
Doosan; Sandvik Coromant and Siemens enter into partnership, plus, news and products in brief

I

nvesting in the latest turning technology
has several benefits for machining shops,
but often the main reason is to reduce
production cycle times enabling costs savings
and ensuring increased throughout.
At the subcontract machining facility of
Witon Engineering, Barnstaple, turn-milling of
relatively complex components from 16mm
diameter bar used to be carried out on 32
mm capacity sliding-head lathes, rather than
smaller capacity models, to take advantage
of the extra CNC axes and tools available on
the larger machines.

This type of work has now been
transferred to a more nimble, 25mm bar
capacity Citizen Cincom D25-VIIILFV slidinghead turning centre, installed recently by
Citizen Machinery ( www.is.gd/X2aUTF ). The
first two jobs have shown significant cycle
time reductions of 20% or more.
The first component to be transferred to
the D25 was an EN1A steel shaft for a
lawnmower. The part was formerly produced
on an L32-VII, of which there are three on
site. As 180,000 must be produced to fulfil
the current contract, the 20% cycle time

reduction leads to a significant production
cost saving.
The second component benefiting from
being machined on the D25 is a 304
stainless steel fuel inlet fitting for an
automotive customer. It used to be turnmilled on one of a pair of Cincom M32s in a
cycle time of 72 seconds. This has been cut
to 53 seconds, representing a 26% saving.
With 55,000-off needed, the economy
gained is significant.
Workshop manager Ian Clapp says: “We
operate a couple of 20mm capacity, dual-

Sandvik Coromant and Siemens link up
Machining solutions firm Sandvik
Coromant ( www.is.gd/AKoq8j ) has
entered into partnership with Siemens
Digital Industries Software ( www.is.gd/
Dl3OfY ), to integrate its PrimeTurning
technology into Siemens’ NX software.
It will allow NX users to efficiently define PrimeTurning
operations through integration of the PrimeTurning module. Unlike
conventional turning operations, the PrimeTurning methodology
is based on the tool entering the component at the chuck and
removing material as it travels towards the end of the component,
away from the chuck.
This allows for the application of a small entering angle and the
possibility of machining with higher cutting parameters. Furthermore,
conventional turning (from part-end to chuck) can be performed
using the same tools. Through the deployment of PrimeTurning,
some applications could see productivity increases more than 50%,
compared to using conventional techniques.
Sandvik Coromant and Siemens hope the partnership will enable
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other manufacturers to implement new and productive machining
methods with confidence, and they are aiming to facilitate easier
collaboration across teams and to enhance productivity.
Siemens’ NX is advanced software for computer aided design
(CAD), computer aided engineering (CAE) and computer aided
manufacturing (CAM) that digitally connects every aspect of
production processes.
The partnership is not the first time Sandvik Coromant has
collaborated with Siemens, as it frequently uses Siemens’ software
and systems in its own production and product development.
Sandvik Coromant product manager for digital machining
business Marko Stugbäck says the integration of PrimeTurning into
NX will “benefit the wider manufacturing community.”
He adds: The benefits of PrimeTurning range from turning
flexibility in all directions, longer insert lifecycles, up to a 50%
productivity increase and faster return on investment, bringing down
the overall cost per part.
“This is all while making the programming of machining
operations more efficient and easier to manage.”
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Machine operator Alexandre Da Silva in front of the
Citizen Cincom D25-VIIILFV sliding-head lathe on
the shop-floor in Barnstaple

platen sliders of another make and
knew this configuration offered quick
cycle times.
“However, we saw what our
longstanding sliding-head
lathe supplier Citizen was
offering in the D25, a machine
with larger bar capacity plus the ability to
carry out work up to 32 mm diameter
without the guide bush for more economical
material usage when producing shorter
components. The model also has the benefit
of a programmable B-axis, so we decided to
go for this option.”
The gang tool platens are in front of and
behind the spindle centreline, with Z-axis
motion provided on the rear carrier to allow
balanced turning, milling, or drilling, or
simultaneous rough and finish turning. The
B-axis on the front post, carrying up to four
driven tools on either side to service either
the main or counter spindle, swivels by up to
135 degrees. A further feature of the lathe
is that three axis groups can be controlled
simultaneously by the Mitsubishi 800 CNC
system, so three tools can be in cut at the
same time.
Another potential benefit of this 12-axis
CNC turn-mill centre is it incorporates
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Citizen’s programmable LFV (low
frequency vibration) chipbreaking
technology in the control. It
automatically breaks into smaller
pieces the long, stringy swarf
produced when machining
materials such as copper, plastics,
and high alloy steels.
Traditionally a large proportion of Witon
Engineering’s business prior to the
pandemic was parts for the automotive
industry, but as the sector took a hit, it has
diversified and gained contracts in other
sectors to compensate, such as parts for
lubrication systems and household goods.

FINDING FORM
To meet new challenges, investment in new
turning machine technology is often required
and this is exactly what has happened at
Blackburn-based subcontractor Dobson &
Beaumont.
The company is an expert in thread
rolling, a process that cold forms threads to
work harden the thread, strengthen the grain
flow, and improve overall thread strength by
more than 25% when compared to typical
thread cutting operations.
Before thread rolling, Dobson &
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Beaumont must machine some of the most
challenging materials – which was one of the
drivers behind the purchase of a NakamuraTome AS200 twin-spindle turning centre
from the Engineering Technology Group (ETG)
( www.is.gd/0PHXhL ).
The firm works across a range of sectors
including the fastener, pump, and flow
control, automotive, motorsport, oil and gas
and petrochemical, marine and defence,
subsea, wind energy and aerospace
markets.
Managing director Richard Guest explains
the pandemic allowed it to review processes
and ageing plant list and instigate a plan for
investing in new technology.
He says: “We machine a lot of parts in
batches that can vary from 4 or 5-off through
to 50, 100 and beyond, and our turning
centres were all single spindle machines.
This meant that most of our turned parts
required secondary operations. We knew we
needed a twin-spindle turning centre to
reduce secondary operations.”
The company machines “normal”
materials but increasingly processes more
challenging materials such as titanium,
Inconel, stainless steel, super duplex,
duraheat to tolerances in the region of +/-
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The new Nakamura Tome machine
installed at Dobson & Beaumont
Kirkham and right, Alan Newton
with a Nakamura Tome
0.0125mm with the thread rolled parts
often being critical components in their
respective assemblies.
The new Nakamura-Tome AS200 twinspindle turning centre replaced two ageing
machines to free up shop-floor space,
machine capacity, reduce power
consumption, reduce set-ups and
subsequent labour requirement.
In the few weeks since the machine has
been installed, it has reduced the cycle time
for several parts. The most dramatic saving
has arrived on hexagonal head bolts where
the cycle time has fallen from eight minutes
to one minute 30 seconds.
The machine has a work envelope with a
maximum turning diameter of 340mm and a
turning length of 570mm with a bar capacity

of up to 65mm diameter. It has
a 15-station tooling turret with a
5.5/3.7kW driven tooling motor
that achieves a speed of
6,000rpm.
Guest concludes: “The next step for
Dobson & Beaumont is to put increasingly
more new and legacy work through the
Nakamura to reduce the burden on our other
turning centres as well as in the milling
department. With the barfeed and partcatcher, we also have the opportunity to
automate the production of complex work,
so unmanned and lights-out running will
create another opportunity for us.”

PLAYING A PIVOTAL ROLE
Meanwhile, Kirkham Engineering Co. Ltd has
also installed a Nakamura Tome AS-200L
turning centre from the Engineering
Technology Group (ETG). The Skelmersdale
company manufactures turned parts for the
oil and gas industries and petrochemical
sectors and is considered a specialist in the
machining of exotic alloy materials.

The AS-200-LMYSF is filling a specific
role, as financial director Barry Lynam
explains: “The AS-200-LMYSF can be set-up
extremely quickly and this gives us flexibility
for small batch runs of fast turnaround
parts. It can respond far quicker than our
more complex machines. It has a large work
envelope in a small footprint and it is
extremely robust which is perfect for heavyduty cutting.”
Supplied as a complete package from
ETG, the AS-200-LMYSF arrived complete
with tooling, a Hydrafeed MSV-65, plus a
BSU bar support unit to give 1.5m barfeed
and swarf conveyor.
The machine has a maximum turning
diameter of 280mm with a maximum
through-spindle bar diameter of 65mm. This
enables batch and production runs of small
to medium-sized parts courtesy of the
Hydrafeed barfeed unit. The 8-inch chuck
machine has a maximum turning length of
570mm and the 5.5/3.7kW 15-station
tooling turret provides exceptional levels of
torque for heavy-duty cutting and high

Turning news and products in brief
■ The Engineering Technology Group (ETG) ( www.
is.gd/0PHXhL ) has launched the Vulcan TC250 that it
says is a new cost effective turning centre.
The compact TC250 Series is part of an expansive
range and available in four variants with the base
model TC250 being the entry-level option with a single
spindle and single turret.
This base model variant has a maximum turning diameter of
316mm, a spacious swing over bed of 600mm and a working length
of 435mm. The spindle has a speed range from 25 to 3500rpm
with a spindle bore of 77mm diameter.
The TC250 has a 250mm diameter chuck size but there are
seven size variants that reach up to the largest machine, the
TC800. All machines in the TC250 Series are equipped with direct
drive servo motors for smooth and rapid traverse movements of
30m/min in X and Z axes with a cutting feed rate from 0.001mm to
500mm/rev.
■ Citizen Machinery’s ( www.is.gd/WhF8xW ) latest
addition to the range of Miyano fixed-head mill-turn
centres, is the BNA-42SY. The CNC lathe is the first
BNA model to have a 12-station turret giving ± 35mm
of Y-axis movement, all tool positions now being live,
and a new design lending itself to easy automation.
The Miyano BNA-42SY fixed-head mill-turn centre
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Compared with current BNA models, machining
efficiency has been upgraded by more powerful
spindle motors, which are rated at 7.5/5.5 kW
(15min/cont) for the 6,000 rpm main spindle
and 5.5/3.7 kW for the 5,000 rpm sub spindle.
Acceleration and deceleration are quicker on both
Vulcan TC250
spindles, improving productivity further.
The weight of the machine’s rigid bed has been increased to
1,823 kg, brings thermal control advantages and more capacity
to house a larger coolant tank. If a user takes advantage of
automation, the machine can be supplied with a swarf conveyor.
At 285mm, the turret’s Z-axis travel has been increased by more
than 20%. The turret and spindles are mounted on hand-scraped
box slideways leading to high metal removal rates, prolonging tool
life, and maintaining high accuracy.
■ A new turning centre has been launched by Yamazaki Mazak
( www.is.gd/9JVWKH ) into the European market that the manufacturer
says has a “revolutionary CNC for simple setup, operation and
programming”.
The new QTE Series of high speed, high accuracy CNC turning
centres are the first machines to be equipped with SmoothEz, the
latest generation of MAZATROL CNC. The QTE Series has a 5,000
rpm built-in spindle motor.
MAZATROL SmoothEz CNC combines three features – Ez
Machining, Ez Operation and Ez Setup – which Mazak says delivers
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Pictured: Doosan Puma TT1800SY

material removal rates.
Lynam says: “We already have highly
capable twin spindle and twin turret
machines, but we wanted something that
had a smaller footprint and was faster to
programme and get up and running – the AS200L fitted the bill.
“Unlike the larger machines, the AS-200LMYSF is the latest generation machine with
the new Fanuc CNC unit and NT Machine
Simulation and NT Collision Guard from
Nakamura Tome. This allows us to rapidly
programme and simulate our components
and run the first part with confidence and
speed.”
He adds having Nakamura software built
into the CNC control means it can
programme and produce parts much faster
than on other machines, paving the way for
it to be “even more responsive to customer
demands” for fast-turnaround jobs,
especially small batch runs.

REAPING THE REWARDS
Lancashire-based precision subcontractor

RPS Precision Engineering Ltd was looking to
increase productivity so it invested in a new,
state-of-the-art Doosan Puma TT1800SY
multi-tasking twin-turret, twin-spindle turning
centre from Mills CNC ( www.is.gd/OIjyom ).
As part of the investment package, the
TT1800SY turning centre was also supplied
with a new servo-driven Hydrafeed MSV 110
bar feeder, as well as a number of differentsized collet chucks and adaptors - the
intention being to make the TT1800SY ready
for action and able to swing into full
production as soon as its installation and
commissioning had been completed, and
after operator/programmer training had
occurred.
Since being installed and becoming fully
operational it has been used to machine a
range of complex, high precision parts (in
medium batch sizes) for an equally diverse
range of customers.
In just a few short weeks the investment
is already paying off with the TT1800SY
having a positive impact on RPS’ productivity
and performance.

Owner
and managing director Michael
Sirrell says: “The TT1800SY is a productivity
powerhouse of a machine. It might appear
small from the outside - but its twin-spindle,
twin-turret configuration is helping us
machine high-precision components quickly
and accurately…in one hit.
“Furthermore, by integrating the machine
with a servo-driven bar feeder, we have
created a ‘de facto’ automated
manufacturing cell that is both efficient and
reliable, and that we are able to run,
unattended, during the day.
“It’s a real win: win situation for us.
“In the near future, when we fully
embrace lights-out operations and run the
machine unattended overnight and over the
weekends, the productivity benefits will be
even more impressive.”

Mazak QUICK TURN 350 MSY
“productivity, accuracy and, in turn, profitability”.
By integrating Mazak’s Smooth CAM Ai and Mazatrol Twins
a virtual copy of the machine can be replicated in the office for
enhanced setup. Additionally, Smooth CAM Ai reduces programming
time with Solid MAZATROL to automatically generate a program
from a 3D model.
The QTE Series comes with an NC tailstock, a tool eye as an
option for automatic tool measurement and in-cycle tool breakage
and cost-saving measures, such as automatically
turning off the machine worklight and backlight
if no operator is present and automatic chip
conveyor stop when the machine is not operating.
■ Yamazaki Mazak’s ( www.is.gd/9JVWKH )
Worcester-based European Manufacturing Plant
has begun production of several models from its
Mazak QTE-200
QUICK TURN series of high-performance turning
centres.
The models include the QUICK TURN 350, 350MY and 350MSY
models, and will take the total number of UK-made machine tools
to eight, alongside the CV50-500, QUICK TURN 250M, VCN-430A,
VTC-760C and VTC-800/30SR.
Previously manufactured at Mazak’s manufacturing facility
in Minokamo, Japan, the QUICK TURN 350 series offers high
performance turning from a compact footprint for demanding
applications.
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Models now manufactured at Mazak’s
Worcester site include the standard
QUICK TURN 350 machine tool, as well as those with milling
and Y-axis functionality, (MY), and milling, second spindle and Y-axis
capability (MSY).
■ Dugard ( www.is.gd/fhueZ9 ) has strengthened its portfolio of
turning centres with the arrival of the Pinacho brand of conventional
and CNC flatbed lathes – the SE, ST, and SH series.
The company says the SE Series of CNC lathes suit
everything from education establishments and job shops
to companies undertaking small batch production. The SE
series is available in three different sizes. The SE-200,
SE-250 and SE-325 have a centre height of 200, 250 and
300mm, respectively, with a distance between centres
from 750mm to 3m.
The ST Series of precision flatbed lathes are offered with
four variants, the ST Series has increased spindle motor power, an
8-station automatic tool turret and a headstock through bore from
42mm up to 155mm depending upon the variant selected.
For heavy-duty roughing, the SHPinacho SE Series
400 and SH-500 Series offer up to
from Dugard
4-axes and Dugard says they are ideal
for manufacturers turning parts up
to 1050mm diameter with up to 5m
between centres.
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The Dugard 1100 VMC being put through its
paces at Machfab

Getting the right
machining capabilities
in place to fuel growth
Machfab Engineering diversifies machining offering; MNB Precision drives strategy with investment;
Metalite Engineering gets a lift by adding to machinery plant list; Cambridge Precision Ltd ramps up
capabilities; Fairbrother & Grimshaw reconsider machining strategy; plus, Formula One subcontractor in pole
position thanks to new rotary table

I

nvesting in the latest machine tools and
technology is vital for subcontract machine
shops to remain and keep pace with the
marketplace, diversify their offering and
ensure they are machining and producing the
highest possible quality.
Machfab Engineering is one such firm and
first acquired a Stratasys Fortus 380mc 3D
printer before purchasing CNC machine tools
from Dugard ( www.is.gd/fhueZ9 ) to meet the
demands of customers across the
automotive, aerospace and offshore through
to the petrochemical, pharmaceutical and
food industries.
Director Ian Hazlehurst says: “Two years
ago, we had the idea to diversify the
company, we have always predominantly
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been a conventional machine shop and we
wanted to get into CNC machining - but we
wanted to do something different to
everybody else. So, we went down the 3D
printing route to get into additive
manufacturing.”
The Birkenhead-based company bought
the Stratasys Fortus primarily prototyping for
R&D work and then invested in CNC
machining to offer customers the full
package.
Another reason the company opted to
invest in CNC machine tools was it was not
always competitive on batch work or small
production runs of components.
Hazlehurst says: “We weren’t competitive
on volume work as everyone has CNC

machines and we had conventional
machines, which meant our production times
were a lot longer. So, we decided as part of
the project with the 3D printer to invest in two
Dugard machining centres.”
The subcontract manufacturer
simultaneously purchased a 3-axis Dugard
1100 machining centre with a rotary table, as
well as a Dugard 1000E machining centre.
Dugard orginally provided a 1000E as a test
machine and the company was so impressed
it decided to buy one.
Hazlehurst explains: “We wanted a
machine that gave us the diversity of
components that we could put on the
machine. We have a 4th axis unit installed on
the machine, so we can offer additional
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services and flexibility. We also have the
The machines’ arrival form part of a larger
Renishaw probing system.
new technology investment package that,
“This means that we can take
over the next seven months, will see MNB
measurements of parts before we remove
take ownership of four more advanced
them from the machine - as certain
Doosan machines (two lathes, a VMC and a
customers asked if we could do that. Equally
mill-turn machine).
important is the fact that the machine has a
By the end of the year MNB will have 20
large bed and a powerful spindle
Doosan machines at its disposal - a
sizeable proportion of the
where we can take large
“Now we have the
chunks of material off, and
company’s 55 total machine
tool resource.
we can machine hard
Dugard machines, we
steels as well.”
Investment in the latest
know we can make the
The Dugard 1100 VMC
machine tools and new
parts and we know we
provides a work envelope
technologies is custom and
can make them right.
of 1100 by 610 by
practice for MNB, explains
The machines also make commercial director Elliot
560mm in the X, Y and Z
Benton.
axes with a 1000kg
us competitive”
maximum table load that can
He adds: “We are committed
be accommodated on the 1250
to continuous improvement and, as
by 600mm bed. It also provides a 20
such, are no strangers to making strategic
to 10,000rpm speed range. Both machines
and prudent investments in advanced
supplied to Machfab include the Siemens
manufacturing and machining technologies.
CNC control unit.
“The sectors where we operate are ultra“Now we have the Dugard machines, we
competitive and the investments we make
know we can make the parts and we know we are all intended to help us improve our
can make them right. The machines also
quality, productivity and operational
make us competitive, so we pride ourselves
efficiencies.”
on the fact that we know our pricing will be
The Doosan SMX 3100 is a high
right and we will deliver on time, and
productivity, multi-tasking mill-turn machine
customers will always get exactly what they
equipped with a 12” chuck and features a
ask for,” adds Hazlehurst.
30kW/4000rpm spindle, a B-axis milling
spindle, a 40 tool magazine, a servo-driven
PRUDENT INVESTMENTS
tailstock, linear scales and the latest Fanuc
Latest machine tool investments are an
31iB5 control.
integral part of leading precision
As part of the investment package the
subcontractor – MNB Precision’s – innovative
and progressive business strategy designed
to ensure long-term growth.
The family-owned business is a provider of
manufacturing and precision engineering
services to a growing number of OEM, and
Tier One companies operating primarily, but
not exclusively, in the oil and gas sector.
Other sectors served by MNB include power
generation, rail, defence, nuclear and
automotive.
The Coventry-based precision machining
specialist was recently supplied by Mills CNC
( www.is.gd/OIjyom ) with two new, high
performance machine tools.
The machines, a large capacity Doosan
SMX 3100 multi-tasking mill-turn machine
MNB’s Doosan SMX 3100 is fitted
and a Doosan DNM 6700 vertical machining
with the latest Fanuc 31iB5 control
centre (VMC), were installed at MNB’s
36,000 square foot facility in May 2021.
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machine was supplied with a SLU-X4 steady
rest, which in conjunction with the tailstock,
enables the reliable and high-accuracy
machining of long workpieces.
The SMX 3100 is the first Doosan mill-turn
machine acquired by MNB but the company is
no stranger to the technology itself.
The DNM 6700 is a large-capacity VMC
equipped with a 12,000rpm directly-coupled
spindle, a 30-position ATC, roller LM
guideways and thermal compensation
systems, and features the latest Fanuc 0iMP
control with the advanced touchscreen iHMI.
To increase productivity and ensure
machining flexibility the DNM 6700 was
supplied with an integrated 4-/5-axis rotary
table.

FLEXIBILITY AND PRECISION
As injection mould tool specialists, Swindonbased Metalite Engineering Co Ltd has
recently added to its plant list with the arrival
of a Quaser 5-axis UX500C machining centre
and a 10-pallet Erowa Robot Easy 250 pallet
loading system, supplied
Supplied and integrated by the Engineering
Technology Group (ETG) ( www.is.gd/0PHXhL ),
the new investment is adding significant
capacity capabilities with unmanned
machining.
The firm also recently received a Quaser
UX500, purchased for medical sector work;
however, the Wiltshire manufacturer also
services customers in the aerospace,
automotive, F1, food packaging and
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horticultural industries.
ETG’s Steve Brown says: “This machine
has 60 tools and a 15,000 Maxia spindle
with a face and taper dual contact system for
maximum rigidity. The machine also has rigid
knuckle type axis rotation to provide full
machining access around the part. This is
complemented by a high level of precision
that is assured by the linear scales and
probing system.
“Metalite needs this flexibility and
precision as they are making a range of parts
from small medical components where they
are looking to hold 5 microns right the way
up to larger tool steel die pieces. Therefore
we have the crane system on the automation
system to load larger billets. This provides
the customer with the facility to undertake a
full variation of work.”
The reason the company opted for the
Quaser and Erowa combination is they felt it
offered more flexibility and future-proofed
their business and machine acquisition
strategy. This is because despite being
stand-alone pieces of equipment, the Quaser
UX500C and Erowa Robot Easy 250 work in
synergy. Furthermore, the automation system
can be moved to another machine at a later
point if required.
Brown adds: “The 10-pallet system here
has been future-proofed, so we can come

back in 6 or 12 months and expand if
required. We can take the Erowa system off
the Quaser machine and put it on another
machine - then we can put an increased
pallet system on this machine or even a
platform with larger pallets if required.
“The success of this installation has
already seen Metalite order a second
system. It is a slightly different concept to
this installation; the next arrival will be
applied to a 3-axis vertical machining centre
whereby the robot loading system will
incorporate 4-pallets. The customer has seen
what this system has provided after an initial
period and the opportunity for expansion on
other machines.”

INVESTING TO PROGRESS
Meanwhile, precision subcontract specialist
Cambridge Precision Ltd (CPL) has invested
in three new Doosan machining centres and
a Doosan collaborative robot (cobot) from
Mills CNC ( www.is.gd/OIjyom ) to fulfil a new
machining contract.
The machines, comprising a DVF 5000
5-axis machine, a DNM 6700 VMC supplied
with a Nikken 5-axis rotary table and a DNM
4500 VMC, were all installed, along with a
heavy-duty Doosan H2017 cobot, at CPL’s
24,000 square foot production facility in St
Neots.
The H2017 cobot, with its 1,700mm
reach and 20kg payload capacity, has been
integrated with the new DNM 6700
machining centre to create, what is in effect,
a ‘de facto’ flexible, automated

Camb Precision’s DNM 6700 VMC and
Doosan H2017 cobot in operation

manufacturing cell. The cobot, and the DNM
6700, are programmed to operate
unattended during the day, overnight and
over the weekends too.
All three machining centres and the cobot
were acquired by CPL to fulfil a new
machining contract from an existing
customer to machine, in relatively highvolumes and to high-precision, a range of
innovative and highly-stylised enclosures for
a high-end technical product.
Following initial prototyping and preproduction work occurring and being
completed in the late Summer and Autumn
of 2020, CPL (at the same time) audited its
existing machining capacities to identify if,
and where, any pinch points and bottlenecks
could occur once in full production.
CPL’s general manager Nick Raven, says:
“The audit revealed that we needed to
significantly increase our milling capabilities
and capacity in double quick time - and that
a whole new dedicated machining resource
would be required for the contract.
“Having scoped out the project in full
taking into account volumes required,
machining operations, part set-up and cycle
times etc., we decided that a high
performance 5-axis machining centre, using
its 5-side machining capabilities, would be
ideal to machine the solid aluminium
enclosures - and that a VMC with a cobot
plus another standalone machining centre
would enable 24/7 continuous production.”
Since September 2020 CPL has been
busy and the expanded cobotic machining
centre is now tested and ready for full
production, with consideration being given to
further expansion.
The company is now actively looking to
acquire new premises and is also looking to
invest in more advanced machine tool
technologies as customers continue to ramp
up their production demands.

STRATEGY RETHINK
After winning a prestigious power generation
project to turn critical stainless-steel
components, subcontract manufacturer
Fairbrother & Grimshaw (Engineering) Ltd
recognised it needed to reconsider its
machining strategy to improve cycle times
and shop-floor throughput. The answer was a
Nakamura-Tome AS200LMYSF turning centre
from the Engineering Technology Group (ETG)
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( www.is.gd/0PHXhL ).
The 12 employee Lancashire company
had won a long-term contract for 50-off
stainless 316 components each month; and
the challenging parts required three
operations on a turning centre followed by
4th axis machining on one of the Quaser
MV184 machines.
Fairbrother & Grimshaw saw an
opportunity to expedite the process with onehit machining while also acknowledging if its
existing CNC turning centre had a breakdown, completing the monthly order would be
problematic.
The firm decided on the Nakamura-Tome
AS200LMYSF with its twin-spindle
configuration, long bed (L) specification,
milling capability (M) and Y-axis (Y)
milling that provides a 90%
increase in turning length. With a
longer Z-axis travel and a
Hydrafeed barfeed, the new
addition supports the production
of complete parts either via its
8-inch chucking capacity or 65mm
automated barfeeding capacity.
Managing director Neil Grimshaw
explains: “The Nakamura is like having four
machines in one. By using the Y-axis milling
and the sub-spindle facility, our parts are
coming off the machine in one-hit. The
benefits are the drastic reduction of set-ups,
the elimination of second ops and an overall
cycle time reduction of more than 50%.
“The one-hit machining reduces the
manual handling of parts, reduces human
intervention and it improves the overall
quality and consistency of a batch of parts.
We have recently installed a new Axiom Too
CMM and the parts coming off the Nakamura
are not only high quality with excellent
surface finishes, but the dimensions are
consistent with zero deviation.”
With nine CNC machining centres and four
CNC turning centres, the new NakamuraTome AS200LMYSF is bridging the gap
between the two departments, permitting
more milling work to be completed in a single
operation in the turning department. This is
gradually increasing capacity in the milling
department as fewer parts require secondary
milling operations.
Grimshaw says it is gaining similar savings
on other legacy work it is transferring to the
Nakamura including a regular 1000-off series
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F1 subcontractor in pole position; and Vision
gains BSI accreditations
Oxfordshire-based specialist machining subcontractor CNC
Techniques Ltd, has machined components for the likes of
McLaren and Williams and takes on some of the toughest
machining on exotic materials.
The mainstays of the machining capabilities are its Hurco
3-axis and 5-axis machine tools, but to provide an additional 2-axies to the company’s 3-axis
machines and greater machining flexibility, the firm recently invested in an advanced rotary
table from pL Lehmann ( www.is.gd/e52Ap6 ).
Owner Paul Eden explains: “The need for machining flexibility and the requirement for an
additional 2-axies on our Hurco VMX 30, 3-axis machining centre, were the major motivations
behind our recent rotary table purchase.”
Eden adds that the firm also use the rotary table along with LANG Technik ( www.
is.gd/ondIPe ) workholding.
Increasingly, users of 3-axis VMCs are fitting pL Lehmann CNC rotary tables
to their machines as they represent an extremely cost-effective means of entry
into 5-axis machining for. When mounted in a VMC, they can deliver a tilting
A-axis and/or a rotational C-axis.
By locating workholding beside the rotary table, a virtual 6-axis condition
can also be achieved. As floor space is at a premium in most machining
environments, mounting a CNC rotary table inside an existing three-axis VMCs
can provide an advantage over purchasing a large 5-axis machine tool, while the
cost of a CNC rotary is a fraction of a new machine tool.
Meanwhile, Woking-based Vision Engineering ( www.is.gd/iyk6TL ), a leading designer
and manufacturer of high-quality visual measurement and inspection technologies, has
attained ISO 13485:2016 and EN ISO 13485:2016 accreditation from the British Standards
Institution (BSI) and is now a BSI accredited contract manufacturer of mechanical, electronic,
electrical, and optical medical assemblies and components.
The ISO 13485:2016 standard is an internationally recognised standard of quality and
safety for the medical device industry and provides stringent guidelines for medical device
manufacture.
Vision Engineering’s full service manufacturing facility includes design, machine shops,
paint shop, clean room and assembly. It is replicated in the USA, with a wholly owned full
service manufacturing facility in Connecticut.
In addition to its manufacturing services capability, it supplies non-contact and contact
optical and digital microscopy and measuring systems to a range of global manufacturers,
including medical device, aerospace, automotive, defence and their multi-tier supply chains.
Managing director Mark Curtis says it will boost the firm’s manufacturing services
business line for wider subcontract manufacturing opportunities.
run of washers for the rail industry that was
previously two operations, and the objective
is to move more work to the machine.
Grimshaw adds: “Whilst we bought the
Nakamura-Tome AS200LMYSF for a
particular job, we knew it would reap rewards
with other components. As that comes to
fruition, we are seeing set-ups, cycle times
and manual input continually decreasing.
Additionally, we are seeing throughput,
quality, consistency, surface finishes and
even staff motivation improving as a result of
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the investment.
“As our experience with the new machine
grows, we have the opportunity to both
alleviate the capacity burden from our milling
department by completing more milling work
on the Nakamura and also looking for new
types of work. We can already see the added
potential this machine is giving us to enter
new markets and take on more challenging
work, this really does offer us some exciting
opportunities whilst making our business
even more competitive.”
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Grainger and Worrall has had
a second MecWash precision
cleaning system installed

No compromise in
cleaning and degreasing
Another MecWash Maxi provides optimum cleanliness for Grainger and Worrall; MecWash launches the
Aqua-Save Ultra; Ransohoff introduces the Cell-U-Clean Mini Jet washer; NTN-SNR and TotalEnergies’
Lubricants division join forces; Henkel releases new product; and Rocol refines Ultraguard range

S

tringent cleaning standards are
imperative for machine shops
producing automotive components and
Shropshire manufacturing company Grainger
and Worrall Machining has turned to
MecWash Systems ( www.is.gd/jynuN1 ) again
to meet and exceed the standards it needs.
There is no compromise for component
cleanliness when it comes to the demands
and expectations of global OEMs involved in

the automotive and aerospace sectors, as
the precision engineering specialist was fully
aware of when the company bought their
first MecWash Maxi in 2016.
With blue-chip OEM customers throughout
the world, the company turned to the
Gloucestershire cleaning machine specialist,
when it came to investing in a component
washing system capable of not only meeting,
but exceeding the high demands for cleaning

Rocol refines Ultraguard product range
Rocol ( www.is.gd/XPrajB ) has carried out a revamp of its Ultraguard product range, after
making refinements to the cutting fluid to meet customer demands.
The company says using its bactericide cutting fluid additive, Ultraguard BX as a trial for
one-year, it changed the pack size from one litre to five litres, upped the dilution to 2000 to
1, and added a fill indicator, making it easy to see how much is left in a pack.
Rocol notes the changes were well received and customers say the new pack is easier
to store and the change in dilution means they do not need to order as regularly. The
entire Ultraguard range has now moved over to the new five-litre pack size.
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in the automotive sector.
So a few years later when the company
was awarded the contract to machine V8
blocks and bedplates for a niche high-end
OEM operating at the pinnacle of the
performance car market, they again turned
to MecWash for a Maxi.
As part of Grainger and Worrall’s £3m
investment to support the low volume
production cell, MecWash Systems was to
provide a second precision cleaning system
to clean both the block and the bedplate
separately at various points during
manufacture and in the assembled
condition, while still achieving the highest
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CLEANING & DEGREASING MAINTAINING HIGH STANDARDS
Grainger and Worrall commissioned the
MecWash Maxi aqueous washing system
with an Aqua-Save

cleanliness standards.
MecWash Systems collaborated with
Grainger and Worrall to identify the key
features of the components and three
bespoke fixtures were manufactured which
were capable of dedicated jetting via the
special rear feed, ensuring cleanliness of
the oil ways, water jacket and blind
machined holes.

VERSATILITY
Because of the Maxi’s versatility, Grainger
and Worrall subsequently contacted
MecWash again when the precision
machining specialist won a contract to
machine the cylinder block for a new high
performance engine. MecWash was able to
manufacture a new fixture which also fitted
into the Maxi and utilised the dedicated
jetting facility for the new block, whilst not
impacting on the production of the V8 block

Davies.
“For that to happen we have to ensure
there is no compromise when it comes to
cleaning and degreasing any machined
component. Even a microscopic
contaminant can have a potentially
devastating effect on testing and validation.
“That is why we must ensure we offer our
customers the same levels of cleanliness
on the prototype components as in the
mainstream production facilities.”
He says the Maxi was a “perfect
solution” as it is designed to clean complex
and intricate machined parts, including the
removal of many different types of
contamination, like coolant and swarf.
“Coupled with bespoke fixturing and
jetting, the Maxi delivers unrivalled and
repeatable cleanliness on even the most
complex of components, harnessing the
advantages of traditional agitation, jet wash

machined parts
and bedplate.
Grainger and Worrall is renowned globally
for being at the forefront of sand casting
technology and precision engineering
development and innovation, particularly for
prototype and low volume production of
complex prismatic parts across many
industry sectors as well as body structure,
power storage enclosures and electric drive
units for the next generation of transport.
Grainger and Worrall count many major
OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers among their
customers.
The company commissioned the
MecWash Maxi aqueous washing system
with an Aqua-Save because of its versatility
for cleaning all types of precision machined
components, from small parts to blocks and
heads for V8, V10 and V12 engine
prototypes.
“Our customers expect a ‘production like’
solution, which means that whatever we are
producing for them has to be as close to a
mass-produced part as possible. This
ensures testing is representative of the final
product and significantly reduces time in
bringing it to market,” says Grainger and
Worrall Machining plant director Mark
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and spray wash technologies,” he adds.
“It is capable of cleaning components to
the most exacting standards, enabling us to
measure them accurately against the ever
increasing and more rigorous manufacturing
tolerances demanded by OEMs.”

ADDED BENEFITS
The addition of the MecWash Aqua-Save
technology to the Maxi provides additional
benefits for Grainger and Worrall.
MecWash managing director John
Pattison, explains that the Maxi is already at

MecWash
Aqua-Save

Joining forces for
mobility; and new
Henkel product
Precision engineering firm NTN-SNR ( www.
is.gd/RWv9Fz ) and TotalEnergies’ ( www.
is.gd/YiLctv ) lubricants division are renewing
their mutual commitment by signing several
strategic partnerships in the mobility sector.
The two companies explain they are
pooling specific expertise to optimise
the lubrication of bearings developed to
meet the challenges of new mobilities and
reducing their carbon footprint.
Within the framework of this
collaboration, experts from both companies
are working on various projects, developing
solutions that are more reliable, more
innovative, and fully consistent with the new
requirements of aircraft and automotive
manufacturers.
Technical discussions are simplified by
the proximity of the two research centers –
Annecy for NTN-SNR and Solaize, south of
Lyon, for TotalEnergies, with ease of access
to testing resources and analysis and
development labs.
Meanwhile, Henkel ( www.is.gd/xmJe2V )
has released a new sustainable, eco-friendly
cleaner and degreaser in the shape of the
LOCTITE SF 7840 and explains that its wide
scope of application makes it highly cost
effective.
The product is a water-based, solventfree, non-toxic and non-flammable and can
be used to soak, pressure wash, spray or
wipe.
Supplied as a concentrate, this
biodegradable product is diluted with water
in accordance with the substance being
removed and type of surface being cleaned.
LOCTITE SF 7840 can be used for heavy
cleaning and degreasing of engines, motors,
castings and dip tanks, as well as less
demanding tasks.
The product is available in five litre and
20 litre pack sizes as well as in a 750ml
spray bottle. The product works optimally
when used with hot water.
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CLEANING & DEGREASING MAINTAINING HIGH STANDARDS

Pictured left: The Cell-U-Clean Mini Jet
washer by Ransohoff
the forefront
of aqueous
washing
technology.
“With
the
addition
of our Aqua-Save water
recycling system, the company is also
reducing the amount of water it uses and
cutting the amount of effluent it needs to
dispose of. This ensures additional
cost and environmental benefits
for the company without
compromising on the levels of
cleanliness,” he says.
The Aqua-Save system can
be used with MecWash’s
complete range of washing
systems. Its principal advantages
include a reduction in effluent
disposal costs of up to 95% and
extending the time between changing wash
solutions, reducing time.
The Aqua-Save range recycles 15 to 30
litres an hour and the systems can be used
for treatment of wash water, waste coolants
and general wastewater.
As part of the commissioning process
MecWash works with its clients to ensure
its systems are operating to the highest
levels possible.
This includes using its in-house
laboratory to develop and provide bespoke
detergents used in the washing process.

CUTTING WATER WASTE
MecWash has recently launched their new
waste water treatment unit, the Aqua-Save
Ultra, which it claims can cut waste water
disposal costs by up to 90% and is already
paying dividends for operators.
The new high capacity machine can
process up to 30 litres an hour of waste
water from manufacturing processes,
complementing the smaller Aqua-Save
Junior system, which processes up to 15
litres per hour.
The Aqua-Save range has
been developed for the
treatment and recycling of
industrial waste water,
including wash water from
parts cleaning equipment,
coolant and dye penetrant,
reducing the need for
expensive off-site treatment and
disposal.
The automatic water treatment system
can be added to any aqueous wash system
to maintain solution cleanliness and
washing performance, to reduce machine
downtime, minimise effluent disposal and
save money.
The machine boils the waste solution
and evaporates the water, concentrating the
remaining waste oil and contaminants,
which are then discharged. The clean
distillate can be reused in the wash system
or coolant, or disposed of, subject to
appropriate controls and permissions.

While processing twice the volume of the
smaller Junior, the Ultra retains a close
family resemblance. The versatile nature of
the Aqua-Save Ultra facilitates easy
relocation from a wash system to a coolant
intermediate bulk container (IBC). The selfcontained system comprises a built in waste
receptacle and antifoam dosing, in case the
waste stream requires it.
An Aqua-Save Junior now features as a
key processing focal point at HS Rowe and
Partners. General manager Mark Statham
explains: “We have positioned the AquaSave Junior alongside one of our main
aqueous-based washing stations, allowing it
to link directly to that process. We also bring
in a regular series of IBCs from other
processing locations around the site and,
with the simple switch of a lever, link these
periodically to the Aqua-Save facility.
“The results in both processing and
environmental terms are significant to the
extent that complete pay back on the
installation will be realised, we believe,
within little more than 18 months.”
Managing director John Pattison says:
“Recycling remains high on the agenda for
most manufacturing companies. Businesses
are aware of the environmental,
reputational, and financial costs of
unnecessary consumption and wastage. The
Aqua-Save is a versatile system and
demonstrates commitment of delivering on
ISO 14001, for an effective environmental
management system.”

Ransohoff introduces the Cell-U-Clean
Mini Jet washer for high volume parts
USA-based Ransohoff ( www.is.gd/GdaYAu ), a division of the Cleaning
Technologies Group (CTG), has introduced its Cell-U-Clean Mini Jet
spray cabinet.
The company says the new small footprint platform provides
an “energy efficient, reliable solution for your high-volume cleaning
needs”, along with an innovated design for those smaller part
cleaning applications.
The Mini Jet is part of the Cell-U-Clean line of parts washers, and
Ransohoff says it is an “excellent” cabinet washer for both small
and large parts up to 500 pounds, where floor space comes at a
premium.
This spray washer was designed as a high capacity solution with
low energy as an alternative to the firm’s heavy-duty cabinet washer
product line. The rotary hide away door eliminates the extra floor
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space required for the door swing while ensuring a dry floor when
loading and unloading.
The new Cell-U-Clean Mini Jet is a wash and blow-off machine in
a small footprint of 5 foot wide x 8 foot long x 7.6 foot tall.
The part production rate is 60 seconds cycles, with a variable
speed table drive.
It is constructed of stainless steel and comes with a robot
loading option. The new Cell-U-Clean Mini Jet comes standard with
a 3-2-1 warranty.
CTG provides innovative cleaning and waste minimisation
technologies to precision and industrial manufacturing markets.
It is comprised of Ransohoff located in Cincinnati, Ohio,
Blackstone~NEY Ultrasonics located in Jamestown, New York, and
CTG Asia located in Suzhou, China.
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New electric vice
for automation

Electromechanical vice for
series production
Force retained even without power supply
Grip delicate workpieces without damage
Low operating costs without hydraulics or pneumatics
Automatic jaw change. Ideal for unattended
production with robotic load / unload
Find out more from
terry@roemheld.co.uk
or call 01462 459052
Roemheld workholding. Driving Innovation through Manufacturing

AQUEOUS REMOVAL OF SUB 100 MICRON PARTICLES.

ULTIMATE CLEANLINESS, SOLVENT-FREE,
WITH MECWASH.
Machined castings. Turned parts. Complex pressings and extrusions.
Customers expect parts to be pristine.
PRECISION AQUEOUS CLEANING demands MecWash.
MecWash’s expertise in laboratory analysis of cleaning challenges, tailored chemical
formulation, wash process design and wash system development can enable you to
deliver the highest cleanliness standards.
• IMMERSION & ROTATION
• ULTRASONIC AGITATION
TRUSTED BY NAMES LIKE…
• Renishaw
• Rolls Royce
• Delphi
• SKF

• TARGETED JETTING
• VACUUM DRYING
• Goodrich
• Parker Hannifin

• Perkins
• Meggitt

• JCB
• Husco

Cost-effective. Sustainable. Reliable. For the best wash
machine solution for your production line, talk to MecWash.
Contact us today on 01684 271600 or visit www.mecwash.com
Designed and manufactured in Britain

YOUR EXPERTS IN COMPONENT CLEANING

The University of Sheffield Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) is
helping businesses make their innovations
a reality

Bringing innovations
in manufacturing to life
Bel-Marking has worked with engineers at the AMRC to develop a new handheld laser marking machine that
it is now looking to patent; and the AMRC is working across UK manufacturing in other projects

A

small South Yorkshire-based business
portable marking solution, but says the need
has developed a potentially ‘worldfor a failsafe enclosure, so there is less
beating’ handheld laser marking
danger from the laser beam, has held back
machine with support from engineers at the
the widespread adoption of this technology
University of Sheffield Advanced
and “safety is paramount”.
Manufacturing Research Centre
Bell explains: “This work is
all about taking something
(AMRC)( www.is.gd/dQqRUV ).
dangerous and making it
Bel-Marking ( www.is.gd/
safer. There is a lot of
uduukW ) has almost 40 years’
misunderstanding
experience in the marking
around lasers – people
technologies industry, is
still imagine James
interested in developing a
Bond strapped to a
safety solution to a problem
in laser marking, which is the
table in Goldfinger – and
process of marking or labelling a
it is not that at all.
surface with a laser beam. It is a
“But we do need to
technique used in manufacturing for
prevent the laser from coming
AMRC engineers
asset tracking and management.
into contact with the person
worked with Flann who’s operating it. We had an
The development of the machine
Microwave to de-risk exciting idea for how this might
came about as the Sheffield
machine tool selection
company is involved with the
be achieved and were
Sheffield Growth Hub.
introduced to the team at the
Director Mike Bell believes handheld
AMRC by Business Sheffield, which is part
laser marking machines have long had the
of Sheffield City Council and supports
potential to be a simple, flexible and
business to thrive and grow.
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Bel-Marking is currently finalising the last
details of the handheld laser marking
machine and then the next step will be to
patent the product and bring it to the
marketplace.
Bell says: “We’re continuing to modify
and develop the design of the device as we
move towards launch, but this work with the
AMRC has significantly shortened the
development time of an innovative and
exciting product.”

DEVELOPING OPPORTUNITIES
The AMRC, as part of the High Value
Manufacturing (HVM) Catapult, supports
businesses to explore development
opportunities they would not otherwise have
access to and the chance to explore.
The project was paid for using funds from
the HVM Catapult as part of a commitment
to working with small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs).
AMRC senior project manager John
Spencer says: “This project was one of the
more unusual and interesting requests for
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PART MARKING & TRACEABILITY MACHINE INNOVATION
Pictured below right: The AMRC has helped
develop the Active Legs foot rocking device

design assistance.
The Design and
Prototyping Group
regularly works with
clients who have
ideas for new
products or
improvements to existing
products, but require assistance developing
them.
“Bel-Marking wanted our input to
generate concepts for a laser guard. There
were practical challenges around adding the
guard to an existing laser system without
adapting the base unit. The company
wanted to see if its idea was feasible and
understand how it could turn it into a reality.
The project was delivered by senior
design engineer Joe Palmer, who explains
what the AMRC brought to the table: “We
brought knowledge and expertise developed

from working
across the high
value manufacturing
sector and applied it in a
way which helped this local
business. We have suggested
some novel laser guarding concepts to
Mike, and I look forward to seeing these
developed further.
“The team researched options for
materials and proposed five different design
concepts, from the use of spring-loaded pins
to shutters, with analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages of
each concept. Ultimately, further
development will result in a guard
design that ensures the unit is
safer to use and complies with UK
standards.”
Bell explains it was great to
work on the project with the AMRC

who are very good team he notes and have
a good understanding when presented with
the project.
He adds: “I can’t emphasise enough how
happy we’ve been with the work by the
AMRC engineers.
“They produced designs for our guard
idea for a handheld laser marking machine,
showing that there is real potential for this
to be a world-beating product.”
Bell says Bel-Marking is “looking forward
to doing other business with them”.

AMRC working across UK manufacturing
■ Design engineers at the AMRC have supported a Sheffield
businessman to develop his foot and leg exercise device and
explore options for taking it into production.
Adam Yusuf, founder and director of Active Legs, had the idea
for the rocking device when he was travelling back and forth from
Manchester to Dubai several times a year.
While the initial and predominant target market for the
product is long-haul passengers, the AMRC has also supported
Adam to explore further potential markets such as the elderly
and less mobile people, and those undergoing physiotherapy or
rehabilitation. The device is currently awaiting a semi clinical trial
with Sheffield Hallam University. ( www.is.gd/miBuUy )
■ Diverse Automotive Technicians (DA Techs), a rapidly expanding
motor trade repair and refurbishment business, has adopted
digitalisation of its processes with support from engineers at the
AMRC North West.
DA Techs started refurbishing diamond cut alloy wheels in
February 2017 with a lathe in a van. It now has seven outlets
providing bodywork and tyre services in addition to the core wheels
business which includes two mobile pods situated on client sites.
As part of the growth, the company wanted to adopt
digitalisation of its wheel refurbishment processes and explore
ways to make it more efficient.
The company turned to research engineers at AMRC North West
for support developing a platform which brings all of the data and
analytics about their processes onto one dashboard. ( www.is.gd/
PiJ0vD )
■ A milling machine that laid dormant is back in action producing
parts for luxury British-made timepieces after an AMRC engineer re-
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commissioned the machine tool and trained staff how to use it.
Watchmaker Loomes & Co has a three-axis CNC machine that
had been gathering dust in a corner of its Stamford workshop,
partly due to a lack of machining knowledge in the workforce.
This was then put on pause after a previous operator left the
company, leaving only one person capable of running the machine owner Robert Loomes.
He rarely has time to commit to operating the machine, so
he turned to the AMRC for help bringing the equipment back into
service and upskilling a new member of staff with the basics in
computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM) to allow in-house production of prototypes and parts for the
company’s entirely British-made watches. ( www.is.gd/fvQZxY )
■ A manufacturer of high-precision components for satellite and
earth-based communication systems has been helped to de-risk
and explore options for a new cutting-edge machine tool thanks to
support from engineers at the University of Sheffield AMRC.
Flann Microwave, based in Cornwall, produces very tightly
toleranced microwave and millimetre-wave components, subassemblies, calibration kits, and instrumentation to sectors
including space and research. ( www.is.gd/S09LWV )
■ Engineers at the AMRC have supported a small tech solutions
consultancy to progress an ambitious project bringing together
different technologies to safeguard and monitor the health of
vulnerable people into one solution.
Feather Partnership approached the AMRC to develop concepts
for an Internet of Things (IoT) solution for the monitoring of
students, staff and facilities in a special needs college setting.
( www.is.gd/48bFVQ )
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AUTODESK WEBINAR CHANGING LANDSCAPE

Digital skills are key to the future of
manufacturing

Pandemic accelerates
shift to digitisation
FT Live held a webinar in association with Autodesk discussing how manufacturing will emerge from the
pandemic, what industry can learn and how emerging digital technology is being adopted

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has changed the
global manufacturing landscape and
one of the trends has been the
accelerated uptake of technology, such as AI
and automation and as a result, industry is
emerging differently from the crisis.
One major challenge for manufacturers is
how can industry efficiently equip its workforce
with skills needed for the future as new
technologies transform labour markets and
create employment opportunities.
The FT Live webinar delved into the debate
and panelists were first asked how they saw
manufacturing post-pandemic and whether it
has changed. “The type of work we are doing
is changing, as we are all remote, but the
pace of that change is taking a different
shape,” explains Scott Reese, executive vice
president of product development and
manufacturing solutions at Autodesk ( www.
is.gd/RzTZTA ).
“During this pandemic, if you look at
studies, around 80% of companies are
making major investments and accelerating
digital transformation and automation and,
two thirds have invested in AI and machine
learning. The pace of that change is only going
to accelerate.
“That obviously has a big impact on the
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way we work, so it is undeniable the work we
are doing is changing and accelerating
through the pandemic. Our point of view is it
isn’t going to eliminate jobs but is going to
change the nature of the work we do.
“The big thing to come out of this
pandemic that we all need to embrace and
talk about is how we are going to reskill and
upskill our workforce, because at current
speed, collectively, we are not on pace to
keep up with the change.”
He cites a report by Deloitte that by 2030,
the U.S. will have two million manufacturing
jobs that it will not be able to fill.
Stanley Black & Decker ( www.is.gd/XBj7HD )
chief technology officer Mark Maybury believes
three things are key moving forward for
manufacturing: “One is speed, then there is
the introduction of new digital AI-powered
services, and the final thing is talent, the
ability to have remote talent which can hired
from wherever.”
He notes new digital operations and
training staff virtually with digital twins,
provides an opportunity to draw global talent
and bring it to wherever it needs to be brought
to help meet demand.
HVM Catapult ( www.is.gd/z8Hfpz ) CEO
Katherine Bennett believes much has been

learnt as we emerge out of the pandemic,
such as how workforces can collaborate and
the key word for her to take out is “agility”.
The Catapult brought firms together last
year in the UK to build 16,500 ventilators for
the NHS in three weeks, which she says was
achieved through “sheer collaboration”.
“Digital tools helped us do that. We had
people who were remote workers and trained
them using virtual reality googles about how
to build ventilators,” says Bennett.
“Manufacturing techniques and science and
research were seen as tools to help us get
out of the pandemic. The key for me is
smarter working, team working and moving
more quickly.”
Panelists were then asked how in the wake
of the pandemic firms can ensure their supply
chains are digitally-enabled and more efficient.
Reese believes “mindset” matters in
manufacturing and we need to “embrace the
Cloud” and “collaborative ways of working” as
it adds resilience to businesses. He feels
supply chains broke so rapidly in the past, as
they were leveraging “old ways of working”.
Bennett notes: “Supply chains and
suppliers are still fragile and we have to work
with SMEs to help them skill up and learn
about digital skills.”
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Zidac Laboratories
has invested
in two Fanuc
LR Mate 200iD
industrial robots

Robots help manufacturer
keep pace with demand
Fanuc robotic technology is helping boost productivity at Zidac Laboratories,
while the automation company produces its 750,000th robot and wins a significant
robot order with automotive giant Ford

A

Fanuc will supply
the Cologne plant
of Ford with
around 500 robots
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s a manufacturer of personal care products,
including surface disinfectants and hand
sanitiser, Zidac Laboratories has experienced a
significant increase in demand over the past 12
months and to keep pace with demand, it turned to
Solent Automation ( www.is.gd/WxTS3h ) to rapidly
implement an operational robotics system.
“Automation had been part of our businesses
strategy for a while,” explains Jurica Weissbarth,
managing director at Zidac Laboratories. “But when
we started hearing about Covid-19 in early 2020, we
immediately brought everything forward to ensure we
were prepared for what was to come.”
Investing in new equipment might have seemed
risky over the last year, but as a producer of hand
hygiene, mask relief spray, disinfectant products and
personal care products, Portsmouth-based Zidac
Laboratories did just that. An anticipated rise in
demand for their products meant existing production
lines would struggle to cope with the rapid surge in
demand, potentially leading to a shortfall in important
products in the fight against coronavirus.
Following an assessment of Zidac Laboratories’
production line, two Fanuc ( www.is.gd/e0EzQG ) LR

Mate 200iD industrial robots were specified. These
standardised solutions were supplemented by a Fanuc
M20iA and a M710iC, to improve productivity in the
packaging element of the operation.
With a repeatable payload capacity of 7kg, the
6-axis Fanuc LR Mate 200iD is ideally suited to end-ofline picking and placing applications. The compact
footprint also lends itself well to shop floors with busy
production lines.
Solent Automation chief technical officer Scott
Sidwell says one of the major benefits of standardised
automation is the speed with which it can be installed.
“We programmed the FANUC cells on Zidac
products at our own premises, which meant that when
we delivered them to site they were ready to operate
straight away,” he explains.
“It took just eight weeks from receiving the order
through to having a fully-functional robotics system in
place. This was crucial for Zidac Laboratories given
the developing situation with regards to Covid-19 in
the UK. The fact that the solutions were standardised
also meant that it was a straightforward case of
moving the cells on a forklift to where they needed to
be with the facility.”
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FANUC HELPS MANUFACTURERS’ MEET RISING DEMAND

PERFECT STORM
The Covid-19 pandemic and the subsequent lockdowns
were a perfect storm in many ways, explains Weissbarth,
as not only was demand for products increasing, but the
firm was also faced with having to manage the risks
associated with employees working on a production line.
“Originally, there were a number of staff in close
proximity to one another, which as the pandemic took
hold was obviously not viable,” he says.
“We needed to ensure the health and safety of our
staff, which meant making adjustments to our facility in
order to maintain effective social distancing. We also
couldn’t afford to reduce capacity or output, which was
why we decided to invest in automation.”
When calculating the return on investment, it is
critical that any business must consider what the
purpose of introducing automation is, and to not just
automate for the sake as it is a new trend and buzzword.
For Zidac Laboratories, it was to keep pace with rising
orders, and ensure its facility remained open all while
adhering to social distancing protocols.
The implementation of Fanuc LR Mate 200iDs and the
M20iA and M710 was instrumental in meeting these
challenges.
Weissbarth continues: “The robots systems made
sure that we could be a Covid-secure factory, where
staff remained 2m apart at all times. Even while we
have prioritised the safety of our staff, end-of-line
automation has allowed us to double production output,
and has proved vital over the last 12 months in

Fanuc has
produced its
750,000th robot
continuing to deliver products to our customers.
“It has also had a transformative effect on employee
wellbeing. Not just from the perspective of enabling
them to continue working in a safe way, but it’s also
meant they are doing less labour-intensive tasks.
“The robot systems are doing the heavy lifting and
repetitive jobs, ultimately improving the day-to-day
working life of our staff.”
Looking ahead, there is still uncertainty for the future,
but it is clear that personal hygiene and sanitation will
continue to be at the forefront of the minds of many in
society and demand for such products will be high.
Indeed, this outlook has prompted further investment
for Zidac laboratories, as Weissbarth explains: “It’s been
a challenging year, but one of the defining lessons has
been the importance of investing in the latest technology
to ensure productivity can be maintained, regardless of
circumstances.
“The impact of the robot systems has meant that we
are investing in another complete production line,
which will also be integrated by Solent Automation.” ■

Below: The Fanuc
RS-220iB

Fanuc news and products in brief
■ Fanuc Corporation has produced its
750,000th industrial robot that it will deliver
to a European customer, more than any other
manufacturer in this segment.
At present, the company produces around
8,000 industrial robots every month at its
factories in Japan, although monthly capacity
is available up to 11,000 units.
Fanuc’s largest customer group are car
producers and their suppliers, although
manufacturers from other industries, such as
electronics, food, pharmaceutical and
medical, are also growing their base of
industrial robots. While the Covid-19
pandemic initially led to a decline in robot
orders, Fanuc says there is strong rebound in
sales, especially from Asia and the USA.
Fanuc is pursuing ambitious plans in
Europe, where the company is steadily
expanding its sales and service network.
In the past four years alone, Fanuc has
invested more than €120m in new facilities
across Europe and says it will invest another
€100m in the coming three years.

( www.is.gd/kU4Jud )
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■ Fanuc will supply the Cologne plant of Ford
with around 500 robots to assist in the
construction of electric car bodies. The order
is scheduled for delivery in 2022.
The Ford manufacturing facility in Cologne
is currently undergoing transition into the Ford
Cologne Electrification Center, a development
and production site for electric vehicles that
will serve the entire European market.

( www.is.gd/GrXyLt )
■ Fanuc UK has announced Polestar
Interactive as the first strategic network and
systems integration partner for its Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) platform, FIELD
(Fanuc Intelligent Edge Link and Drive)
system.
Suitable for industrial applications ranging
from subcontract machine shops through to
major production facilities alike.
The FIELD system is an open-source
platform which connects a broad range of
Fanuc and third-party production technology –
including both new and legacy models.
The ultimate aim is to provide fast,
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centralised access to all
production data within a factory and help
end-users take a decisive step towards Smart
Factory status. ( www.is.gd/ssUKE2 )
■ With the release of the Fanuc ROBOSHOT
ALPHA-SiB series of injection moulding
machines, Fanuc says it is building on its
already strong market position in the
European plastics industry.
The company says numerous
enhancements to the machine’s control,
software and performance provide customers
with countless advantages, while maintaining
the Fanuc ethos of high performance, high
sustainability and ease-of-use through its allelectric design.
Fanuc says OEM mould shops and
contract moulding facilities serving sectors
such as medical, automotive, electrical,
optical and packaging – to list but a few – will
all benefit from this advanced new machine.
Central to the enhancements is the new
high-performance Fanuc PANEL iH Pro user
interface. ( www.is.gd/czg9Q3 )
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & AUTOMATION FOCUS
FINDING THE ANSWER TO A NEW MACHINERY SAFETY APPROCH

The road to
Industry 4.0 maturity
Many manufacturers still do not have a clear plan for Industry 4.0 or understand how to go about
devising a strategy. Machinery safety expert TÜV SÜD says the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index concept
can help firms devise a strategy

T

ÜV SÜD is a leading machinery safety provider in the
UK and offers a range of services and is working
across industry and globally to advance Industry 4.0
processes and safety.
The company has recently worked with the
Singapore Government to help businesses
tackle Industry 4.0 and understand how
to implement it and overcome barriers.
TÜV SÜD’s business development
director for industrial services Paul
Taylor, explains that there is a road to
Industry 4.0 maturity: “Industry 4.0 is a
major paradigm shift for industry, with
the convergence of enterprise IT and
operational technology (OT) seeing
systems and devices exchanging and
interpreting shared data. Advanced sensors are
already finding their way into modern manufacturing
lines, facilitating informed decision-making, but this is
just the beginning.
“While Industry 4.0 is a growing reality, much of it still
remains a concept as the shift to this new method of
working requires significant financial investment in new
plant, as well as the assurance that the machinery
safety issues have been addressed.
“As we progress towards Industry 4.0 methods,
industrial manufacturing will face massive disruption as
developments move towards fully connected, selforganising intelligent factories. One of these disruptions
is finding the answer to a new machinery safety
approach.
“Currently, industrial automation is a consolidated
reality, with approximately 90 per cent of machines in
factories being unconnected. These isolated systems
mean that machinery safety can be comfortably
assessed in a static environment, and current
regulations are set-up to address this type of
environment, where the variables can be easily
understood and control measures applied to minimise
the known hazards.
“However, the smart factories of tomorrow will be
based on modular architectures, with standardised
interfaces and state-of-the-art information technology
that permit highly flexible, automated ‘plug and produce’
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manufacturing. While this will make it possible to
manufacture small lot sizes cost-efficiently, meeting an
increasing demand for customised products, it also sees
a shift from static risk assessment to one of
dynamic risk.
“As the current approach relies on the
original configuration to be risk assessed,
such instant updates to machinery mean
that the traditional static risk
assessment approach will not meet
Industry 4.0 requirements. It is
therefore vital to consider the shifting
landscape of risk. While a smart factory
will see reduced risk in several areas, the
range and flexibility of connected interfaces
introduces a new set of risk issues.
“While directives have not yet addressed the
needs of an industry 4.0 environment, we will see a
move from a human-led static risk assessment approach
to a machine-led dynamic risk assessment approach,
with an ever-increasing reliance on multiple layers of
functional safety.
“As Industry 4.0 becomes ever more agile and
automated, so the approach to machinery safety must
reflect and support that. For many, Industry 4.0 therefore
raises more questions about machinery safety than can
currently be answered.”

Pictured left: Paul
Taylor, business
development
director for
industrial
services at TÜV
SÜD

STEP-BY-STEP
Taylor believes that while ongoing digital transformation
will drive innovation across a wide range of industries,
machinery safety experts will face significant challenges
as we move towards fully connected, self-organising
intelligent factories.
He says: “The reality is that many still do not have a
coherent plan for Industry 4.0 implementation. The
solution to this could be the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index,
which delivers a step-by-step goal-based approach.
“Some automation companies currently use Industry
4.0 only in selected areas of the organisation. However,
in order to unlock all the opportunities offered by
connected and smart production, efforts need to be
extended to include logistics and customer service into
the Industry 4.0 approach.
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Industry 4.0 adds
a new dimension
of complexity
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“To address these challenges, Deutsche Akademie
der Technikwissenschaften (acatech), that is a German
National Academy of Science and Engineering, has
developed the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index. The index was
developed by a consortium of research institutions
working under the umbrella of acatech, and we also
contributed our expert knowledge in the field of industrial
IT security.
“The objective of this group of experts was to create a
tool that enabled Industry 4.0 to be introduced in
manageable steps.
“The tool provides manufacturers of automation
systems with a solid basis and certainty for their
investments and planning. The model covers the entire
value chain and focuses on the defined individual
benefits for the company.”

SIX STAGES
Taylor explains that the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index is a
systematic guideline, supporting companies in the
integration and continuous improvement of their IT and
communication systems.
He says: “To this end, there are six successive
stages:
“Computerisation: While the use of IT and process
automation has already become the standard,
companies still use insular information systems at this
stage.
“Connectivity: Once the individual components are
connected, companies have reached the maturity stage
of connectivity and implemented digitalisation as defined
in this guideline. However, they have not yet achieved full
integration between information and operational
technologies.
“Visibility: At this stage, companies start to use
sensors for real-time recording of conditions and
processes. They produce a digital model of production, a
“digital shadow” that shows what is happening at any
given point in time.
“Transparency: Once companies use the digital shadow
to identify and understand interactions, they have
reached stage 4. To do so, they need to interpret the
recorded data in the relevant contexts by applying
engineering knowledge. Big data applications are
deployed in parallel to business application systems,
such as ERP – or MES – systems, to provide a common
platform for extensive data analysis.
“Predictive capacity: To simulate scenarios and
evaluate them in terms of their likelihood and
consequences, the digital shadow is projected into the
future. As a result, companies can anticipate future
developments and make the necessary decisions.
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“Adaptability: At the highest stage of maturity, the IT
systems will make these decisions independently. At
this stage, Industry 4.0 has been realised in full. IT
systems initiate the necessary alignment measures
automatically and without delay.
“The extent to which IT systems will be allowed to act
autonomously depends on two aspects: first, on the
complexity of the decision, and second, on the costbenefit ratio of automated versus human actions.”

STRUCTURED APPROACH
Taylor explains that the Industry 4.0 Maturity Index has a
modular structure and covers five functional areas:
development, production, logistics, services, and
marketing and sales.
He adds: “However, Industry 4.0 is more than the
mere connection of cyber-physical systems (CPS), as a
company’s corporate culture is equally important to its
organisational structure. To address this, the index
therefore defines four structural areas:
Resources - include a company’s workforce and their
competencies, equipment, facilities, tools and
products.
Information systems - refer to socio-technical
systems in which people and technology provide and
process data.
Organisational structure - covers rules and structures
which control a company’s internal and external
relationships.
Corporate culture - refers to a company’s value
system, such as its workforce’s willingness to accept
and actively shape change.
“Application of the Maturity Index covers three
phases. The first phase is to analyse a company’s
current maturity stage, using questionnaires, on-site
factory inspections and workshops to provide an
overview of the current state of digitalisation.
“Phase Two involves the definition of specific goals,
including consideration of both the use of digital
processes and corporate strategy.
“A gap analysis then identifies the capabilities and
resources that are still needed to achieve these
objectives.
“The final phase sees the experts develop a digital
roadmap to build-up these capabilities, with actions being
prioritised on the basis of a cost-benefit matrix.”
Taylor concludes: “The connected world of Industry
4.0’s smart factories add a new and significant dimension
of complexity in terms of machinery safety challenges.
What makes the Maturity Index so useful is that single
action delivers measurable benefits and the process is
traceable at all times.” ■
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Automata targets putting robotics
in the hands of the many with Eva industrial robot

The Eva workshop

London-based start-up Automata ( www.is.gd/fVXSpB ) is
on a mission to create an affordable industrial robot
that can be manufactured at scale, using
readily available technologies within a
subcontracting manufacturing
environment.
Automata is backed by some bigname investors in the technology
sphere. It manufactures a robotic
arm, named Eva, which is small
and easy to use. This allows Eva
to work safely alongside humans,
and because it is cost-effective and
easy to transport, it is playing a
crucial role in changing the way people
think about automation.
Suitable across a wide range of applications
and industries, simplicity is a cornerstone of Eva. A
straightforward set-up and integration process is a
necessity for anyone looking to introduce automation
for the first time, which is what makes perfection at the
design stage so critical to Automata achieving its goal.
Head of manufacturing
Neil Keegan explains that
everyone thinks of robotics
as a futuristic, high-end
technology, assembled in
extraordinarily clean
environments, which to a
certain extent is still true. “I
always compare automation
to the history of computers.
50 years ago, it was something that only a few
scientists in the world had access to, but now everyone
has access to one.
“We see robots as on a similar kind of journey –
businesses of all sizes will want to be able to buy and
use automation. The challenge is how do you take the
precision and complexity of industrial robotics, and get
it to the stage where it can be in the hands of the
many?”

PROTOTYPING
In order to meets its lofty goals, Automata requires
agile prototyping to keep pace with its innovative R&D
team and is working with HLH Prototypes to deliver its
core prototyping and low-volume manufacturing needs.
Commonplace across all products, the precision
required in the development of
advanced technology such as
robotics adds an extra layer of
importance to this stage.
Keegan says: “Something
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that I think can often be overlooked in the early stages
of product manufacture is the uncertainty. When you’re
creating something that has never been made
before, there are bound to be elements that
can be improved upon, issues that you only
spot once a part has been produced. It’s
what makes engineering so exciting,
but also requires agility and flexibility
to react to new challenges, especially
at the prototyping stage.
“We needed a partner who would
come with us on this journey,
someone who shared our passion, and
crucially had the means to react quickly
to navigate any issues.”
Owing to its ability to offer a range of
prototyping and low-volume manufacturing solutions,
China-based HLH Prototypes started working with
Automata to develop core parts for Eva.
Vice-general manager James Murphy, who is based
in the UK, explains: “We specialise in low-volume work,
helping our clients to finalise their concept and
ultimately support them in getting the product right
before moving onto larger-scale production. We have
been working with Automata for a number of years with
this very approach, and are in constant dialogue with
Neil and the team to ensure we provide the level of
service they expect.”
One of the defining moments in Automata and
HLH’s partnership has been the production of anodised
adapter plates. Such a finish is not something that
usually sits within the prototyping sector as anodising
can often require a third-party company to complete the
job beyond standard alloy materials.
Keegan explains: “I’ve worked in the industry long
enough to know that if you want a prototyped part
anodised, it’s going to add another stage and supplier
to the process. The great thing about HLH was the
open and honest communication – that yes, although
the part would take another 5-7 days to complete, they
could do the anodising themselves. It actually helped
us win business off the back of this seamless fullpackage service.”
With Automata working towards its long-term goal of
producing tens of thousands of affordable robots every
year, successful prototyping remains critical to the
company’s short and medium-term plans.
Keegan says the company is confident it is on the
way to achieving the ultimate
goal of putting robotics “into the
hands of the many”, and being
able to perfect core parts at the
design stage has gone a long
way to helping that.
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Heckert T45 cell puts gear production savings
on another planet
A fully automatic production cell based around two
Heckert 5-axis horizontal T45 machining centres from
Starrag ( www.is.gd/VsGcno ) with integrated robot
handling is manufacturing process-intensive planetary
gear carriers in half the time taken by conventional
methods – and reducing tool expenditure by around
25% and halving traditional equipment costs.
The capabilities of the T45 machining centres are
combining effectively with robotised pallet, gripper and
tool handling, as well as with seamless cell control
technology, and are ensuring that Germany-based
mechanical engineering and automation specialist
Voith increases productivity by producing the carriers in
the shortest possible lead times and with extremely
high levels of precision and process reliability.
Assuming an annual output of 50,000 parts per
year, the system is also enabling productivity per unit
area to be increased by up to two and a half times,
thanks to a reduction in the number of machines being
used compared to traditional methods and the
compactness of the T45 – the machine’s footprint is
38% smaller than a conventional horizontal machining
centre.
With exceptionally smooth running and minimal
friction loss, state-of-the-art power automotive
transmissions must be delivered, in a range of variants
and in different quantities, to customers’ assembly
lines at exactly the right time.
In 2018, Voith approved the construction of
a plant for the automated production of
planetary gear carriers. The
requirements were demanding,
including an annual output of several
thousand parts and the production
of multiple variants in just two
clamping positions. The
requirements for precision, fault
tolerance and process reliability
were also high, of course.

ROBOT IS THE MASTER
Starrag engineers and designers, together
with automation specialist SAV, set out to develop the
unique production cell and devised how to effectively
meet the demands of Voith.
And while it was clear that Starrag’s Heckert T45
machining centre would meet the requirements for
milling, turning and drilling, a particular challenge was
to develop automated, time-saving solutions for
workpiece preparation and set-up, as well as effective
process handling.
The successful result consists of two compact
Heckert T45 machines in an integrated robot cell
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where the robot is effectively the ‘master’,
orchestrating everything – from checking incoming
components to loading/unloading the machines.
Identical or differing type variants can be machined by
the cell.
Once the component is clamped, an optimally coordinated sequence of rough and smooth milling,
turning and drilling operations are undertaken by
machines with 15,000 revs/min and 292 Nm spindles,
complemented by fast start-up and deceleration rates
and 60-tool magazines.
The extremely short process and throughput times
for sequentially machining workpieces that may be of
variable design are partly due to the robot‘s
ability to automatically set up the required
grippers and type-specific pallets in the
storage area while the machines are
cutting. When the operator approves
a new series for production, the
robot changes all equipment within
eight seconds.
This innovative production
solution halves the previous process
time. Overall throughput time is also
reduced because there is no need to
change workpieces between machines –
thus, for example eliminating the installation
of different clamping devices and re-clamping. In
addition, the system offers an optimal flow of parts and
minimised work-in-process inventory.
The Heckert T45s handle all the machining tasks
with an extremely high level of precision. The
machines’ central element is a powerful rotary table
with a maximum speed of 900 revs/min, which
replaces the traditional use of multiple lathes. Indeed,
with HSK T100 tool holder and five axes, the Heckert
T45 is the only horizontal machining centre that can
combine clamping hydraulics with milling and turning.
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The cell (above)
of two Heckert
T45 machines
with automation
are the result
of a vision that
was born at Voith
and created by
Starrag
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Robots helps Midlands engineering firm
embrace smart factory innovation

Harris RCS has taken delivery of
two industrial robots

Precision engineering business
Harris RCS has taken delivery of
its first two industrial robots as it
looks to reap the benefits of
factory automation.
The Automata Eva ( www.
is.gd/fVXSpB ) machines will
drive the manufacturer’s digital
transformation, automating more
mundane tasks, allowing staff to
develop new skillsets to support

future growth.
The robots will help with the
precision CNC machined parts
that Harris RCS manufactures for
customers in aerospace and
other hi-tech sectors as it looks
to boost competitiveness with the
aid of smart factory technologies.
The new robots take centre stage
in that transformation, helping
automate tasks in the inspection

and part marking departments.
The company has collaborated
with the Manufacturing
Technology Centre (MTC) to
prepare for Industry 4.0, working
on a series of projects to exploit
disruptive technologies.
MTC has helped Harris RCS
develop a new digital scheduling
system and its latest work on
robotics is designed to use
automation to boost productivity
and build resilience.
Harris RCS is already seeing
the benefits of smart factory
technologies through increased
capacity and improved
productivity.
The robots are driving
efficiencies and enhancing jobs
rather than replacing them and
Harris RCs has assured staff that
nobody will lose their job due to
technology. The robots allow the
manufacturer to automate
mundane and low-skill tasks so
that staff can develop their
talents elsewhere.

Fall in global industrial robotic installations in 2020
Global industrial robotic installations fell
A Kuka robot in action
by 2% in 2020, in part due to the impact
of the Covid-19 pandemic, but the decline
in sales was more moderate than
expected, according to preliminary world
robotics data released by the International
Federation of Robotics (IFR) ( www.is.gd/
ZNkNUH ).
China led the way and saw a sales
increase of industrial robots by 19% last
year while market growth there also had a
strong positive impact on foreign suppliers
– up 24% or 123,000 industrial robots
were shipped from abroad.
optimistic,” says Milton Guerry, president of the IFR.
Japanese suppliers have a dominant
“In China, where the coronavirus lockdown came
market share. Domestic suppliers delivered 44,000
into force first, the robotics industry started to
units to their home market which is an increase of
recover already in 2020. In total 167,000 industrial
8% compared to 2019.
robots were shipped.”
“The outlook for the robotics industry is
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Students use
robot technology
to solve AM
problem
A team of five engineering
students at Lancaster
University have used robot
technology from OnRobot
( www.is.gd/rDuTW7 ) to
build an automation solution
that eliminates worker
exposure to the nylon powder
used for additive
manufacturing (AM).
Students created an
intelligent system that can
extract the additive
manufactured parts from the
cake of nylon powder, which is
left after selective laser
sintering, eliminating human
interaction with the fine nylon
powder.
Exposure to the nylon
powder is harmful as workers
may inhale, ingest, or
accidentally rub it into their
eyes while working. The
Lancaster students’ solution
reduces worker exposure and
eliminates associated health
risks. The nylon powder used
and left behind when an
employee extracts a 3D
printed part can be harmful to
the person doing the job, so
having an intelligent system, a
robot, to do this job will result
in a healthier, safer and
cleaner workplace.
Team Leader, James
McEwan says the system has
proven to be robust and able to
accomodate differing sizes.
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Kawasaki robots
boost Suscom
Industries
Wigan-based Suscom Industries,
one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers of components
for office furniture and
equipment, has expanded its
fleet of Kawasaki ( www.is.gd/
NlET33 ) robots as part of a
successful reshoring programme.
The addition of another
Kawasaki RS20N robot takes the
number of Kawasaki units in use
at its plant to eight with seven of
the units being Kawasaki’s
RS20N with a single, larger,
RS50N robot.
Each robot works 24 hours a
day, five days a week as
Suscom deals with demand. The
robots are deployed during the
moulding and post-moulding
processes of many components
and are engaged in a variety of
tasks across the shop-floor.
One of these is removing
completed seat bases from a
moulding machine and
positioning them onto an
adjacent workstation, using
vacuum grippers. Another is
removing the fivearmed star shaped
bases of office
chairs from the
moulding machine
and holding them
in place, almost
upside down, with
a three fingered
gripper whilst a
laser cutter profiles a section of
the base to allow the fitting of
the gas strut. To do this, the RS20N robot must describe a
perfect 100mm diameter circular
motion as the (fixed) head of the
laser cutter sets about creating
the required profile. Technical
director Matthew Kennedy says
they are being used for tasks
needing speed, agility, accuracy
and repeatable precision.
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BAE Systems invests for its Factory of the Future
BAE Systems has invested in digital
technology solutions from PTC which are
driving digital connectivity

BAE Systems’ Factory of the Future
programme ( www.is.gd/Lk8b4L )
is taking shape and it has invested
in digital technology solutions from
PTC which are driving digital
connectivity.
The global supplier of
advanced, technology-led defence,

aerospace and security solutions
has tapped into expertise from the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
platform specialist to help connect
its first-of-a-kind facility in the North
of England.
PTC’s Thingworx and Kepware
software harvest real-time

digestible data to help manage
supplies, processes and
maintenance activities in the
40,000 square foot factory, with
the platform connecting, accessing
and controlling industrial data from
different robots, autonomous
robots, machines and intelligent
workstations inside the facility.
This powerful control of data
allows operators to create and view
live data screens that support
workflow planning and real time
decision-making.
Intelligent connectivity is
helping BAE Systems drive Industry
4.0 into its manufacturing
capability and demonstrates how
UK industry is working
collaboratively to drive efficiency
and reduce the costs associated
with building future military aircraft.

Cloud CNC adds new CNC machines as it continues
to automate
CloudNC has enhanced the
capacity of their CNC facility with
new machines from DMG
Mori ( www.is.gd/Cul0iC )
and added more
automation.
The DMU95 5-axis
machining centre and a
NLX multi axis turning
centre model machines
were selected for the
950mm enhanced
envelope size of the DMU95 and
the versatility of the NLX series.
New machines have been
added to provide the additional
capacity needed to produce CNC
parts. Additional automation is also
being added to ensure the facility
continues its journey towards
autonomy.
As well as the two new
machines, CloudNC has added
automation options and is further

CloudNC has added a DMG Mori
DMU95 5-axis machining centre
enhancing their facility with six
figure investments in temperature
and air quality control, as well as a
power upgrade to five times the

August 2021 | www.machinery.co.uk |

current power capacity at the site
that will support even more
machines before the end of 2021.
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No room for nostalgia; GE Fanuc Automation Europe reveals new products; large
trade deficit in machine tools in the first three months of the year; Charmilles
Technologies and Agie, join forces; Lamiera 96 a success; and Tooling 96 on track

august 1996

The coatings for
the highest performance

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/dragonskin
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Microsoft
launches Internet
Explorer 3.0

▼

NASA announces
that life may have
existed on Mars after
examining meteorite
ALH84001, thought to
be from Mars

dottedyeti /stock.adobe.com

▼

one gold and 15 medals
at the Atlanta Olympic
Games. It is the worst
medal haul at a Summer The Prince and Princess of Wales
complete their divorce proceedings
Olympics since 1952.

mitry Naumov /stock.adobe.com

publishes A Game of
Thrones, the first in
his series A Song of
Ice and Fire

Innovative Manufacturing are awarded to professor Colin Ramshaw
and professor John Turner .
Grinding manufacturer Jones & Shipman reveals turnover for the
year ending 31 March 1996 increased 26% to £19.42m; a new
range of large gantry CMMs is on the market following an agreement
signed between the Italian firm Coord 3 and IMS (UK) of Bracknell;
production of the Premier range of manual/CNC centre lathes has
been increased by 25% to meet market demand; and Forkardt has
acquired the Buck Chuck Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan.
In features, we have a special report on how in search of greater
accuracy and higher throughput, Kilsby Jorgensen has installed two
new CNC sawing machines and see whether Kaltenbach hardware
and service measured up to expectations.
We also find out about a UK success story, to find out why the
Alpha centre lathe has become an international favourite, as we visit
T S Harrison & Sons to discover how the company designed a nonCNC machines that earns accolades in many languages form owners
and operators alike.
Also featuring is a five-page preview of Tooling 96, in which we
reveal how both Sandvik and Stanley will showcase new hand tools,
the former will unveil a single-handed reversible ratchet tool and the
latter, a graphite ball peen hammer with a bi-material shaft.
For CAD tool design, Delcam is to launch a tool design package
for its DUCT software, and for carrying tool management data,
Stellram will show off its inductive data chip with a 4 kB storage
capacity, measuring 10mm diameter by 4mm thick.
Another feature in this issue, looks at how combined
AsquithButler expertise is not only achieving improve machining
centre performance, but also producing build economies through
commonality of parts. We visit the company’s Halifax site where the
first new design machine, the LE 5000, is under test.
There is also an exclusive briefing at GE Fanuc Automation; and a
report on how Heidenhain has beefed up the contouring performance
of its range. ■

▼Great Britain finish with ▼
tomertu /stock.adobe.com

▼George R.R. Martin

aug 96

Key Events

Dawid /stock.adobe.com

I

n the August issue in 1996, our comment piece declares there
‘no room for nostalgia’ when it comes to machining technology,
revealing that the University of Newcastle, has installed a new
machining centre alongside one of a 30-year-old design – both
supplied by Cincinnati Milacron.
The Arrow 750 CNC that has been installed we note, actually
costs less than the £45,000 that the tape-driven 3-axis Cintimatic
3V-1000 did in 1972, and we believe the price difference is
staggering and although yesterday’s technology can be a source of
much amusement, it is still difficult to imagine that things could be
so different again in the future for this type of machine and feel that
a c-frame vertical machining centre won’t exhibit performance
improvements of such a magnitude in 25 years’ time.
In news, GE Fanuc Automation Europe reveals products ahead of
the world launch, including deciding to eliminate the separate CNC
unit altogether, to leave only the CNC panel, power stages and servomotors. The CNC panel now houses both the CNC and PLC functions
in its 16i and 18i units.
Meanwhile, a large trade deficit in machine tools in the first three
months of this year is revealed by figures released by the Machine
Tool Technologies Association (MTTA). While UK exports of
metalworking machine tools were worth £120.3m, an increase of
22% compared to the same period last year, imports increased by
65% to £153.2m. This was due in large part to two categories,
namely to physico-chemical machines, which include EDM machines
and machines for semi-conductor manufacturing and CNC lathes.
In other news, Charmilles Technologies and Agie, have
joined forces under the aegis of George Fischer AG of
Schaffhausen, Switzerland; Lamiera 96, the
Italian sheet metalworking exhibition,
proved to be a great a success with 390
exhibitors attracting 17,605 visitors;
and the first ever research
chairs in
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CO-LOCATED WITH
NEW FOR 2021

2

WHAT CAN
YOU EXPECT?

1

This year the Manufacturing Management Show
conference joins Subcon and The Engineer Expo!
Hear panel discussions and keynote addresses
from key names in manufacturing including Make UK
CEO Stephen Phipson, Made in Britain CEO John
Pearce and many more!

Over 200 exhibitors will be at this year’s show.
This a must-attend event for UK manufacturers
looking to meet and source new solutions
from the very best of British manufacturing and
world-class suppliers.

3

The Launchpad is back giving engineering startups a free platform to showcase their innovations
and be in with the chance of winning a free
stand at our 2022 show! Find out more on the show’s
website (including how to enter).

WWW.SUBCONSHOW.CO.UK
JOIN THE CONVERSATION
SPONSORS

@SubconShow #SubconShow
MEDIA PARTNERS

REGISTER
FREE NOW
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